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The Quirk

BaQa’—or is it humbug?
Aliens attack a Christmas
classic and take Scrooge to
another planet. Page 29

World Watch
A comprehensive rundown of
news and business from
around the world.
Pages 30-31

Editorial
& Opinion

Are militant vegetarians like
religious fundamentalists?
Page 13

Terror sweep: 12 arrests

Travelers
are stranded
by snow, ice

Harsh winter weather in
parts of Europe continued to
hamper passengers scram-
bling to get to their destina-
tions before Christmas.

Europe’s three busiest air-
ports—London’s Heathrow,
Charles de Gaulle outside
Paris and Frankfurt—operated
just a fraction of their usual
schedules Monday, the third
day of delays and cancella-
tions. Across Europe, about
10,000 flights were canceled
between Friday and midday
Monday, disrupting travel for
about 800,000 passengers, ac-
cording to the Association of
European Airlines, a trade
group based in Brussels.

The bad weather has also
hit retailers in the run-up to
Christmas.

A passenger is surrounded by luggage inside St Pancras International train station in London, Monday, as snow and ice caused travel chaos across Europe.

LONDON—U.K. police ar-
rested 12 men in a large-scale
counterterrorism operation
described as “absolutely nec-
essary” for public safety, un-
derscoring concerns that the
threat of terrorist attacks
across Europe is escalating.

The arrests represent one
of the largest counterterror
operations by U.K. authorities
in recent years. Police de-
clined to detail the nature of
the suspected plot or give the
suspects’ backgrounds.

Recent months have seen a
number of terrorist-related
arrests across the region, in-
cluding in Belgium, Denmark
and Norway. An attack by a
suspected suicide bomber
this month in Stockholm
heightened fears that terror
groups are targeting nontradi-
tional sites.

At the same time, authori-
ties in the U.K. and elsewhere
in Europe have warned of the
threat of a commando-style
attack, such as the one con-
ducted in Mumbai in 2008,
where more than 160 people
were killed.

Monday’s arrests, however,
don’t appear to be in connec-
tion with any such an attack,
a person familiar with the
matter said, but added that
the investigation is at an
early stage. U.K. police also
don’t believe the arrested sus-
pects are connected to the in-
cident in Sweden, people fa-
miliar with the matter said.

U.K. authorities said they
arrested the suspects, ages 17
to 28, on suspicion of terror-
ism charges.

All of them were arrested
in the early hours of Monday
at or near their homes in
Cardiff, Stoke-on-Trent and

London, with the exception of
one man who was arrested in
Birmingham.

The men haven’t been
charged but are in police cus-
tody and property searches
are continuing.

The investigation is at its
“earliest stages,” but the “ar-
rests were absolutely neces-
sary to keep the public safe,”
said Police Assistant Commis-
sioner John Yates, who heads
the U.K.’s counterterrorism
policing effort, in comments
to news media outside of the
Metropolitan Police’s head-
quarters, known as Scotland
Yard. Mr. Yates reiterated that
the threat level in the U.K. re-
mained at “severe,” meaning
that “an attack is highly
likely.”

Ramesh Patel, a councillor
in Cardiff, said local police
had informed him that at
least the majority of the five

men arrested in the Welsh
capital were from the city’s
large Bangladeshi community.

Several of the U.K.’s secu-
rity chiefs recently have
warned about terrorist
threats. Last month, the head
of London’s Metropolitan Po-
lice, Sir Paul Stephenson, said
in a speech that the U.K. now
faces its most dangerous pe-
riod in the fight against ter-
rorism since two failed at-
tacks in the summer of 2007.

The heads of both Britain’s
domestic spy agency, known
as MI5, and the foreign-intel-
ligence service, MI6, have said
in recent months that the U.K.
faces potent threats from ter-
rorism incubated in the Mid-
dle East, North Africa and
Northern Ireland.

In October, the U.S. State
Department advised Ameri-
cans living or traveling to Eu-
rope to be wary, amid intelli-

gence suggesting that al
Qaeda and affiliated groups
continue to plan attacks. The
department warned that ter-
rorists could use a variety of
methods and weapons.

In 2009, police arrested 12
individuals in relation to a
suspected attack in Manches-
ter, as part of an effort called
“Operation Pathway.” The sus-
pects were all released with-
out charge, due to what U.K.
prosecutors called insufficient
evidence.

But earlier this year, U.S.
federal prosecutors charged
two of those men in relation
to suspected terrorist activity.
In July, U.K. police arrested
one of the men, Abid Naseer,
on the request of U.S. authori-
ties. Mr. Naseer is awaiting a
judgment in his extradition
hearing. A lawyer for Mr. Na-
seer couldn’t be reached to
comment.

BY CASSELL BRYAN-LOW

� Airports hit by third day of
delays and cancellations ....... 3

� Bleak midwinter hinders U.K.
Christmas sales ......................... 3
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Time has come
to shine light
on India banks

Are India’s banks facing an asset-
quality shock?

The country’s banks have often
been praised for their conservatism,
but there is creeping evidence that
raises questions about the quality of
their loans.

Real estate isn’t the only area of
risks, though that sector has shined
an unflattering light on banks’ risk-
ier lending practices. India’s three
biggest airlines, for example, owe
nearly $10 billion to banks, and
lenders already have been forced to
restructure some of this debt be-
cause of the global financial crisis.

There is also the more recent
lending spree to India’s telecommu-
nications companies, after they
spent $23 billion on new airwaves.
Banks don’t disclose this debt, but
even before the third-generation
wireless licenses were financed dur-
ing this fiscal year, telecom loans
were 2% of lenders’ total loan books
at the end of March, Goldman Sachs
estimates. Now, this industry faces
challenges because of allegations of
corruption when the companies
were granted licenses by the tele-
com ministry in 2008.

Then there is the issue of out-
standing credit to the microfinance
industry. These institutions, which
offer small loans mostly to farmers
and low-paid workers deep in India’s
interior, are accused of charging ex-
orbitant interest rates. Now, political
pressure means government may
crack down hard. If microlenders
face defaults from borrowers, some
losses in turn will hit banks. At
ICICI Bank, for example, where mi-
crofinance loans make up 1.2% of the
total lending, 10% of these going bad
would hurt profit before taxes by
2.4%, Citi Investment Research says.

The Bombay Stock Exchange’s
Bankex is down 9.2% over the past
month, while the Sensex has risen
by 0.3%. Shares now trade at 2.83
times book value, down from 3.04
times. It will be good for the finan-
cial sector, and investors, if India’s
big banks come clean on their books.

—Harsh Joshi

Getting Pfizer stock out of the hospital
After another painful year for

drug stocks, investors are still wait-
ing for the medicine to kick in.

It is hard to dispute that large-
capitalization pharmaceutical stocks
look cheap. Pfizer, one of the least
expensive of the group, trades for
just 7.4 times 2011 consensus earn-
ings, a 43% discount to the S&P 500.

The trouble is that it traded at
roughly the same multiple a year
ago. Since then, the stock has de-
clined 8%, while the S&P 500 gained
10%.

That performance makes it tough
to rely on valuation alone to restore

Pfizer’s stock price. Indeed, the key
question for investors is whether
earnings expectations could weaken
further.

One piece of good news is that
the most severe patent expirations,
such as Lipitor’s, are unlikely to hurt
Pfizer shares much more. The cho-
lesterol drug, which generated 23%
of total revenue in 2009, will be
open to generic competition in 2011,
but analysts have long expected a
whack to sales. The greater concern
is the outlook for drug sales a few
years down the road. One reason is
that developing drugs for sale in the
U.S. has become tougher in the past
few years. In 2009, the Food and
Drug Administration approved 26
new drugs, according to CLSA ana-
lyst David Maris. That’s less than
half the number approved in 1996.

Why? One reason is the FDA has
set a higher bar, requiring firms to
spend more to get drugs approved.
That could be the result of a tougher
stance by President Obama’s FDA ap-
pointees, which would mean at least
two more years of headaches.

But recent trouble with drug ap-
provals is also a function of a matur-
ing industry. During the 1980s and
’90s, pharmaceutical companies dis-
covered blockbuster drugs like Lip-
itor and Prozac, both made from
small molecules. Now, companies
have focused on more complex drugs
to treat more complicated diseases.
Developing and testing such drugs is

significantly more costly.
Domestic troubles don’t mean Big

Pharma is sunk. Pfizer has made
years of investments in emerging
markets that should soon begin to
pay off. Mr. Maris expects emerging
markets to account for about 20% of
the company’s revenue within three
years, from roughly 13% today.

How would the Pfizer of the fu-
ture look? One important difference
is a more-volatile revenue stream
from countries where health-care
spending is more cyclical. Yet
pharma companies can smooth out
some of the volatility through a di-
verse set of sales sources. A report
from research firm IMS points out
that total emerging-markets reve-
nues for the industry grew at least
15% annually every year from 2005
to 2009. The transformation won’t
happen overnight, but in the mean-
time, Pfizer offers an impressive
4.7% dividend. That looks safe for
now, and should be enough to com-
pensate investors for the firm’s acute
growing pains.

—John Jannarone

With VimpelCom deal, the numbers don’t ring up
Telenor has learned the hard way

that not all that glistens in emerging
markets turns out to be gold. The
Norwegian telecom group is to vote
against VimpelCom’s acquisition of
$20 billion of assets from Weather
Investments, threatening to kill a
deal that would have seen the Rus-
sian telecom group become the
world’s fifth-largest mobile operator.
But Telenor, with a 40% stake in Vi-
mpelCom, is acting rationally in the
absence of a renegotiation on price.

Telenor provisionally supported
VimpelCom’s acquisition when it
was announced in October. At 6.2
times earnings before interest, tax,
depreciation and amortization, the
headline multiple is attractive. But a
Tunisian business now won’t be in-
cluded, and the Algerian government
is threatening to nationalize
Weather’s operation Djezzy. Vimpel-
Com could receive little compensa-

tion. A decision on Djezzy’s future
isn’t expected until mid-2011.

Without Algeria and Tunisia, the

acquisition multiple would be nearer
to nine times Ebitda, pricey given
that some of the most expensive re-
cent deals in emerging markets have
been struck at 10 times, and the bulk
of earnings from assets being ac-
quired comes from Italy. Back in
2008, mobile-telecom firms in Brazil
and Indonesia changed hands at less
than six times Ebitda.

Besides, Telenor knows attractive
new prospects can quickly sour. In
2009, it paid $1.1 billion for a 60%
stake in newly launched Indian busi-
ness Unitech Wireless, before the
market was flooded with new en-
trants. Now, the government is
threatening to renegotiate the terms
of mobile licenses. Telenor’s hopes
of Indian profitability by 2013 look
increasingly unrealistic.

On different terms, Telenor might
support VimpelCom’s acquisition.
But it can’t block the deal single-

handedly. Telenor controls three out
of nine board seats. Its stance risks
another fallout with fellow share-
holder Alfa Group. A legal battle
over a 2004 VimpelCom acquisition

rumbled on for years. But Telenor is
right to sound the alarm on price.
Other firms with expansionary ambi-
tions, including Emirates Telecom-
munications, should take note.

—Hester Plumridge

Hard to predict
Year-to-date performance

Source: WSJ Market Data Group
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A Djezzy office in Algeria.

Domestic troubles don’t
mean Big Pharma is sunk.
Pfizer has made years of
investments in emerging
markets that should soon
begin to pay off.

A Tunisian business won’t be
included, and Algeria is
threatening to nationalize
Weather’s operation Djezzy.
VimpelCom could receive
little compensation.
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Bankers are still there for bashing

Europe’s Big
Freeze has driven
banker-bashing
temporarily off the
agenda. The public
in the region now

has another target for its ire, the
snow and ice that is grounding
aircraft, disrupting trains and, in
many areas, hitting distribution of
this newspaper. (Thus underlining
the efficient distribution
mechanism that the Internet
offers to publishers and their
readers.) Transport ministers
have, for the time being, taken
over the hot seat, with Scotland’s
Stewart Stevenson being the first
to be pushed into resignation by a
snowdrift.

The weather also had a more
direct impact on a potential bout
of banker-bashing in the U.K.,
where a meeting between bank
chiefs and the chancellor, George
Osborne, scheduled for Monday
had to be canceled. Mr Osborne,
who has been in New York trying
to reassure investment banks that
London will remain a congenial
environment for them, was unable
to fly back to London in time.

Despite the message that he
was endeavoring to spread in New
York, the London meeting had
seemed likely to be more
confrontational. The U.K’.s
coalition government remains
concerned, and in some quarters,
furious, about the level of
remuneration in the sector. The
imminent bonus round is being
seen in Britain as possibly
inflammatory, given that it comes
against a background of
unprecedented public-sector cuts.
Even though bonus pools will be
smaller than last year, the
politicians are warning the banks
that, if they don’t exercise
restraint, they could have
restraint thrust upon them via yet
more taxes.

Generally, private-sector
remuneration shouldn’t be an area
in which governments have much

of an involvement. It should be a
matter for the owners to decide
how they want to split the profits
with those who run the business.
But banks are not as other
businesses, as has been amply
demonstrated in recent years.
While they remain effectively
underwritten by taxpayers, then
governments surely have a right
to determine what is acceptable.

Earlier this month, Irish
Finance Minister Brian Lenihan
determined that it would be
unacceptable for Allied Irish Bank
to pay out bonuses of €40 million
($52 million). Since the Irish
government had already had to
pump €3.5 billion into the bank
because of its profligacy, and

much more will be needed to keep
it alive, such a payout would have
caused outrage in a country
brought to its knees by reckless
bankers.

That the directors could even
contemplate making the payment,
albeit it related to 2008 and was
arguably, in some cases
contractual, appeared to give
credence to the widely held view
of bankers, that they fail to

understand the public wrath
against their industry and, in
particular, its pay levels.

Regulators have belatedly
responded to what they
acknowledge was a remuneration
system that encouraged dangerous
risk-taking. The Committee of
European Banking Supervisors
produced a series of principles for
remuneration in 2009 and on Dec.
10 this year published its final
guidelines on the matter. These
severely curtail the proportion of
a bonus that can be paid in cash,
insist on deferral periods and on
retention times for noncash
elements. They also provide for
claw-backs of bonuses that turn
out to have been unfounded.

The CEBS stresses that
variable remuneration “should not
pose detriment to the timely
building up of capital base” nor,
where applicable, to the timely
exit from government support.
Both points might seem obvious
to nonbankers but one can see
why CEBS felt it necessary to spell
this out.

Gradually, the strictures on
capital ratios laid down in Basel
III will force the broadening of
that capital base, at the expense
of potential remuneration pools.
In the meantime, however, it is
the quantum of banker
remuneration, as well as the
structure, which remains a
concern to politicians. No matter
that footballers, rock stars and
movie moguls may earn on similar

scales, that doesn’t occasion the
same anger among the public.

But this should be a concern to
shareholders as much as
governments. In the case of many
financial institutions, the two are
now synonymous. In the U.K., the
government owns 83% of Royal
Bank of Scotland and 41% of
Lloyds Banking Group, holdings
that should confer significant
clout. With their organizations
under threat of higher taxation as
well as public opprobrium, other
shareholders ought to be more
exercised over the remuneration
issue.

Private-sector investors have
been a remarkably supine breed,
sitting quietly while they were
generally the losers, as the banks
shared the spoils of apparent
growth between employees and
owners. Some remarkable
research by our sister paper,
Financial News, found that in a
sample of eight of the biggest
investment banks and investment
banking divisions of universal
banks, the compensation paid
over the past five years amounted
to 2.6 times the pretax profits
earned.

Would the average pensioner
whose savings were contributing
to the bankers’ bonanza be happy
with that ratio? But their
representatives, the investment
professionals, knew little about
remuneration structure beyond
the boardroom and asked less.
They did nothing as so-called
rainmakers were awarded three-
year guaranteed bonuses, a
contradiction in terms.

Now shareholders should start
to take their governance
responsibilities seriously. In the
U.K., ministers are pressing for
banks to give more details of
executive pay, listing those being
paid in various bands. Some say
the U.K. shouldn’t move
unilaterally, but CEBS in its new
guidelines, which take effect from
Jan. 1 for major banks, insists that
shareholders should be given
adequate information on which to
judge remuneration policies. The
banks shouldn’t be shy if they can
justify the numbers.

Scotland’s transport minister, Stewart Stevenson, resigned on Monday.
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If banks don’t exercise
restraint, they could have
restraint thrust upon them
via yet more taxes.
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Agribusiness

n Russian potash fertilizer pro-
ducers Uralkali and Silvinit an-
nounced a long-awaited merger,
which will create a company with
a market capitalization of about
$24 billion.

i i i

Autos

n French auto maker Peugeot is
likely to sell more cars in China’s
booming market than in its home
market by around 2015, said a
China-based company executive.

n Honda Motor’s president said
the Japanese car maker is study-
ing the possibility of rolling out
electric vehicles in China.

i i i

Aviation

n Boeing said it won a contract
valued at about $1 billion to build
a communication-satellite system
for Mexico’s government that will
be used for both national-security
and civil-communications needs.
n Earlier, the aerospace giant an-
nounced plans to again boost pro-
duction of its 777 aircraft, the lat-
est sign of increasing demand in
the airplane sector.

i i i

Banks

n Royal Bank of Scotland Group
is in talks with U.K. Financial In-
vestments to allow the bank to
award cash bonuses to employees
for 2010, but cap it at £50,000
($77,600), a person familiar with
the situation said. RBS didn’t dis-
tribute any cash bonuses last year.

n J.P. Morgan Chase said it has
bought two buildings in London as
it continues to expand interna-
tionally, indicating the U.S. bank
isn’t fazed by new rules that make
it more expensive to operate in
the U.K.

i i i

Chemicals

n India’s Tata Chemicals said its
U.K.-based unit Brunner Mond has
agreed to acquire British Salt—a
manufacturer of pure dried vac-
uum salt—for about £93 million
($144.3 million) to secure
long-term brine supplies.

i i i

Conglomerates

n Creditors of Hyundai Engineer-
ing & Construction said they will
scrap an agreement to sell their
controlling stake in the builder
to Hyundai Group for about
$4.8 billion.

i i i

Defense

n Raytheon, the U.S. defense con-
tractor, will pay about $490 mil-
lion to buy intelligence and recon-
naissance products company
Applied Signal Technology.

i i i

Energy

n South African petrochemicals
company Sasol, the world’s largest
producer of motor fuels from coal,
said it’s buying half of Talisman
Energy’s Farrell Creek shale-gas
assets in British Columbia for 1.05
billion Canadian dollars ($1.04 bil-
lion), significantly boosting its
natural gas resources.

n Petroleum distributor Buckeye
Partners said it will buy an 80%
interest in Bahamas Oil Refining
from private-equity firm First Re-
serve Corp. for $1.36 billion.

i i i

Financial services

n Australian fund manager Per-
petual and U.S.-based private eq-
uity firm Kohlberg Kravis Roberts
ended takeover talks after failing
to reach a deal, though analysts
said another suitor could emerge.

n Gartmore Group, the troubled
U.K. fund manager, is considering
a takeover proposal from local ri-
val Henderson Group at a discount
to its recent share price.

n New York prosecutors are
poised to file civil fraud charges
against Ernst & Young for its al-
leged role in the collapse of Leh-
man Brothers, saying the account-
ing firm stood by while the
investment bank misled investors

about its financial health, people
familiar with the matter said.

n Japan’s Nomura Holdings said
it named Nikhil Nath head of
mergers and acquisitions in Asia
excluding Japan and Australia.

n China Development Bank said
it expects to close the first round
of funding for its private equity
fund-of-funds by the end of this
month.

i i i

Media

n Product placement will be al-
lowed in U.K. television programs
for the first time in February,
communications regulator Ofcom
said, allowing commercial broad-
casters new sources of revenue.

i i i

Pharmaceuticals

n Novartis said it will invest
about $500 million in Russia over

the next five years amid efforts
to better tap into one of the
world’s fastest growing emerging
markets.

n Novozymes, the Danish biotech
firm, said it signed an agreement
to acquire EMD/Merck Crop Bio-
Science from German chemical
and pharmaceutical firm Merck
KGaA for $275 million.

n Gilead Sciences agreed to ac-
quire privately held Arresto Bio-
sciences Inc., a biotechnology
drug developer that focuses on
treatments for fibrotic diseases
and cancer, for $225 million plus
possible milestone payments.

i i i

Retail

n Apax Partners, the U.K. pri-
vate-equity firm, is nearing a deal
to acquire German clothing re-
tailer Takko for roughly €1.3 bil-
lion ($1.71 billion), people familiar
with the matter said.

i i i

Technology

n Google is asking some televi-
sion-set makers to put off an-
nouncing hardware based on the
Internet company’s software, ac-
cording to people briefed on
Google’s plans. The move comes
after the initial Google TV de-
vices—offered by Sony and Log-
itech International—have run into
negative reviews.

n AT&T will pay $1.93 billion for a
swath of spectrum licenses from
Qualcomm as AT&T looks to bol-
ster its fourth-generation wireless
service while Qualcomm shutters
its FLO TV service.

n South Korea’s LG Group said it
will spend almost 70% of its
planned 21 trillion won ($18 bil-
lion) investment next year in beef-
ing up its key electronics busi-
nesses.

n Hynix Semiconductor expects
computer-memory chip prices to
continue to fall throughout early
next year which will likely hurt its
earnings considerably, its chief
executive said.

n EarthLink agreed to acquire
privately held One Communica-
tions in a deal valued at $370 mil-
lion, building on its efforts to
move away from offering Internet
services and toward a heavier fo-
cus on businesses.

n Telenor, one of VimpelCom’s
two major shareholders, said it
opposed a $6.7 billion merger of
VimpelCom with the telecom as-
sets of Egyptian billionaire Naguib
Sawiris, a setback that will almost
certainly derail the deal to create
the world’s fifth-biggest mobile
operator, according to people fa-
miliar with the negotiations.

n MTN Group, Africa’s largest
cellphone-network operator, said
Chief Operating Officer Sifiso
Dabengwa will assume the post of
chief executive when Phuthuma
Nhleko steps down at the end of
March.

n A plan to invest close to 41 bil-
lion Australian dollars (US$40.5
billion) building a high-speed In-
ternet network across Australia
will be profitable, the government
said, dismissing criticism that the
project is a waste of the nation’s
resources boom.

i i i

Utilities

n E.ON said it has agreed to sell
its Italian natural gas distribution
network company E.ON Rete to a
consortium of Italian and French
financial investors. The deal val-
ues the gas grid unit at about
€290 million ($382.4 million), and
will result in cash proceeds of
around €255 million.

n Seneca Capital said it opposes
a $5.50-a-share bid by Icahn En-
terprises to take Dynegy private,
and urged the power generator’s
shareholders not to tender their
stock. The hedge fund’s opposition
to the bid comes after it teamed
up with Icahn Enterprises to
thwart an attempt by Blackstone
Group to take over Dynegy.

BUSINESS WATCH

WSJ.com
To read more about these items,
and for all the latest breaking
news, go to WSJ.com/Business

Xinmao Chairman Du Kerong, left, arrives with his financial advisor Joop Krant for a news conference in Amsterdam on
Monday. The Chinese company will continue its €1 billion ($1.32 billion) bid for Dutch cable maker Draka Holding, but
warned that getting regulatory approvals and the timing of a competing offer from Italy’s Prysmian could derail its plan.

Xinmao Group says it will continue bid for Draka Holdings

Reuters
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Snow, ice ground flights in Europe
Travel remained snarled across

Europe on Monday as major air-
ports faced a third day of delays and
cancellations that stranded almost
one million passengers.

Europe’s three busiest air-
ports—London’s Heathrow, Paris’s
Charles de Gaulle and Frank-
furt—operated only a fraction of
their normal schedule because of
snow and ice. Brussels Airport faced
the prospect of new delays Monday
owing to a lack of deicing fluid, air-
lines said.

At Heathrow, the world’s busiest
international hub, many flights re-
mained grounded on Monday, more
than two days after the last big
snowfall. Airport operator BAA Air-
ports Ltd. and some airlines blamed
the problem on unprecedented
amounts of ice and the airport’s
outdated design, although some car-
riers complained that BAA wasn’t
sufficiently prepared.

“It’s taking BAA too long to get
the airport back in full operation,”
said a spokesman for German car-
rier Deutsche Lufthansa AG in Lon-
don. “Airports across Europe face
extraordinary situations, but other
European hubs are recovering
faster.”

A BAA spokeswoman rejected the
criticism, saying Heathrow had been
overwhelmed by massive snowfall
and temperature swings over the
weekend. On Saturday, more than 12
centimeters of snow fell in roughly
an hour, which then melted slightly
and refroze, turning to ice, the
spokeswoman said.

Ice is generally harder to clear
than snow, especially when equip-
ment such as movable jetways—also
known as aerobridges—freezes, in-
dustry officials say.

“We invested a massive amount
in preparation for snow and winter,”
the BAA spokeswoman said.

Problems worsened Monday af-
ternoon as snow resumed in London
and air traffic around Heathrow be-
came “chaotic,” according to Euro-
control, an umbrella organization
for air-traffic control across 38
countries, which imposed strict lim-
its on flights to the airport.

British Airways PLC, which is

the biggest carrier at Heathrow and
canceled hundreds of flights over
the weekend, said only one of the
airport’s two runways was open as
BAA continued to clear snow and
ice. The airline said it would face
more cancellations and delays.

Airlines and BAA said a funda-
mental problem at Heathrow is the
layout of older terminals, where
parking gates form dead ends that
are hard to clear. Heathrow also op-
erates at full capacity, meaning it
has no slack to handle the backlog
that develops when flights are de-
layed or canceled.

But others said recent shifts in
weather patterns after several mild
winters in the U.K. mean airports
and their government regulators
must prepare better. “We need to
see a candid discussion about prep-
aration, investment and accountabil-
ity,” said John Strickland, director

of JLS Consulting, an aviation advi-
sory firm in London.

The travel chaos in Europe
hasn’t been confined to the skies.

At the Eurostar train terminal in
London on Monday, passengers
snaked around the block in the
frigid weather hoping to make it
across the English Channel to
France. Snow has caused speed re-
strictions for trains on both sides of
the Channel and doubled journey
times between Paris and London, a
spokesman for Eurostar said.

The train company is offering re-
funds or ticket exchanges to passen-
gers agreeing not to travel.

Across Europe, roughly 10,000
flights were canceled from Friday to
midday Monday, disrupting travel
for around 800,000 passengers, ac-
cording to the Association of Euro-
pean Airlines, a trade group based
in Brussels.

Road conditions compounded
flight problems as trucks carrying
de-icing fluid in France were unable
to reach Brussels Airport, according
to affected airlines. An airport
spokesman was unavailable to com-
ment.

The problem is compounded by a
lack of de-icing fluid amid the se-
vere winter conditions across Eu-
rope, which came unusually early
this year. “Conditions remain tight
everywhere,” said Gary Lydiate,
chief executive of Kilfrost Ltd., a
British company that supplies many
airports world-wide, but not Brus-
sels. Kilfrost has sufficient supplies,
Mr. Lydiate said.

At other airports, conditions im-
proved slightly. French airport oper-
ator Aéroports de Paris SA said
Monday afternoon that conditions
were improving at Charles de Gaulle
and Orly airports but that delays

and flight cancellations would likely
continue because of snowfall earlier
in the day.

Lufthansa said Monday it ex-
pected to resume normal flight op-
erations on Wednesday. Until then,
Lufthansa will gradually lift restric-
tions it placed Saturday on its
schedule, which slashed short-haul
flights but maintained most of the
carrier’s international timetable.

Fraport AG, the operator of
Frankfurt Airport, said about 300
flights were expected to be canceled
out of the 1,300 flights scheduled
Monday. About 900 of 2,700 sched-
uled flights were canceled Saturday
and Sunday. Fraport had set up
some 1,000 camp beds at the airport
over the weekend so passengers
could spend the night.

—Steve McGrath, Mimosa
Spencer, Paul Sonne and Ruth

Bender contributed to this article.

BY DANIEL MICHAELS

European
travel woes

Glasgow Airport:
Experiencing delays

Berlin's Tegel Airport:
Experiencing heavy delays

Frankfurt Airport: Some 300
flights canceled Monday
because of problems elsewhere

Madrid Airport: Average
45-minute flight delay Monday

Paris: Two thirds of flights
canceled Monday

Brussels Airport: Departures
severely limited due to lack of
de-icing fluid

Czech Republic: Eight regional
railways closed Monday

London’s Heathrow Airport:
Some 2,260 flights canceled over
the weekend. One third of flights
departed Monday

Eurostar: Running an 80% service
Monday and won’t be selling any
more tickets before Christmas

Edinburgh Airport:
Experiencing delays

Amsterdam's Schiphol Airport
Some 170 flights canceled over
the weekend; experiencing
some cancellations Monday

Travelers queue at Frankfurt Airport

Heathrow Airport, London

Bleak midwinter hinders U.K. holiday sales
LONDON—A rare blast of snowy

weather has hurt retailers in the
U.K. ahead of Christmas, jeopardiz-
ing store traffic and sales during the
crucial countdown to the holiday.

The harsh wintry conditions, un-
usual for most parts of the U.K.,
come as many British retailers hope
for improved performance this sea-
son, after two years of recession-
crimped holiday sales. The Met Of-
fice, the U.K. weather forecaster, has
predicted more snow for parts of
the country this week.

Scores of U.K. shoppers stayed
home on Saturday and Sunday—the
crucial last weekend before Christ-
mas—due to the snowy weather. Re-
tail traffic, or footfall, was down
24.3% on Saturday and 13.3% on
Sunday, compared to the equivalent
pre-Christmas weekend in 2009, ac-
cording to research firm Synovate.
Retail traffic was 18% lower this
weekend than it was last weekend,
Dec. 11-12.

“There’s no doubt that it will
have a negative impact,” says Rob-
ert Gregory, research director in the
London office of market-research
firm Planet Retail.

Mr. Gregory said companies such
as toy stores and music shops that
rely heavily on seasonal sales in
stores may end up particularly hard
hit by the bad weather.

Retailers with robust online sales
operations would prove more insu-
lated to the weather, Mr. Gregory
predicted. That said, deliveries to
areas with heavy snow in the U.K.
have been facing problems. Global
Freight Solutions Ltd., a U.K. com-
pany that routes and dispatches
packages for retailers, said Monday
that upward of three million pack-
ages were held up in a backlog, and
that some wouldn’t arrive before
Christmas as planned. Supermarkets
Tesco PLC and Wal-Mart Stores
Inc.’s Asda have stopped guarantee-
ing delivery before Christmas for
some areas and products.

Sales at John Lewis, a British

department store, were down 10%
on Saturday compared to the same
Saturday before Christmas last year;
but sales at John Lewis for the week
ended Saturday night were still up
7% on last year, at £120.3 million
($186.50 million)

The bad weather comes as the
British retail sector finds itself on
thin ice. Shaky consumer confidence
and unexpected bad weather earlier
this month have already led to “a
nail-biting end to the year for retail-
ers” in the U.K., Stephen Robertson,
director general of the British Retail
Consortium, a trade group, said in a
statement last week.

Verdict Research, the retail-anal-

ysis unit of Datamonitor, predicted
that this year’s holiday would be the
best for U.K. retailers since 2007,
with expected sales of £85.2 billion,
up 1.9% from last year. But the pre-
dicted increase is modest, much of
it stemming from high inflation in
segments such as clothing.

A BRC spokesman forecasted
that, despite the snow, total spend-
ing in the U.K. retail sector this De-
cember would probably increase
compared to 2009. “But whether
that actually beats the inflation fig-
ure and amounts to real growth is a
big question,” he said. “Clearly the
bad weather won’t help.”

The spokesman said, however,
that Britons wouldn’t scrap their
holiday shopping altogether on ac-
count of the weather. Instead, they
will make up for lost time by com-
ing out in force over the next few
days. “They will be making big ef-
forts to get those things, even if the
timing of their shopping has to
change,” he said. If bad weather
continues, though, the losses suf-

fered this weekend could prove hard
to rectify.

When stripping out the effects of
inflation, the U.K. retail sector has
shown “virtually zero” growth from
March through November, the BRC
said. The trade group has warned
that a threatened London metro
strike on Dec. 26, the popular shop-
ping holiday Boxing Day, would fur-
ther damage the British retail sector
during the crucial festive season.

The wintry weather also hit
parts of France and continental Eu-
rope. Jerome Bedier, president of
France’s Federation of Retail and
Distribution Companies, said on
Monday that the biggest stores were
seeing lighter sales than normal and
that the big stores in Paris had
fewer people than last year. He said
some stores in the northern part of
France were disappointed with cus-
tomer turnout

But Mr. Bedier remained confi-
dent. “The weather will become bet-
ter now,” he said. “We still have
four days until Christmas.”

BY PAUL SONNE

Despite the snow, total
spending in the U.K. retail
sector this December will
probably increase from ’09.
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Euro-Zone Crisis

n The European Central Bank
warned Ireland that proposed leg-
islation revamping the country’s
financial system could threaten
some of the ECB’s operations, and
pressed Irish officials for assur-
ances that the central bank’s col-
lateral rights will be protected.
n In response, Ireland’s Depart-
ment of Finance said it’s “incon-
ceivable” Finance Minister Brian
Lenihan would make specific di-
rections or asset transfers in a
new bank bill unless they were
supported by the ECB.

n Spain said its regional govern-
ments were on track to meet their
budget targets this year, at it
opened its regions’ books before
year-end for the first time in a bid
to address investor worries their
deteriorating accounts could de-
rail Spain’s austerity drive.

n The Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development
said Spain’s budget deficit reduc-
tion plan “seems appropriate,” but
urged the country to push forward
with changes to its banking sector,
labor laws and to rules on re-
gional-government expenditure.

i i i

Europe

n Travel remained snarled across
Europe as major airports faced a
third day of delays and cancella-
tions that stranded almost one
million passengers.

n U.K. authorities arrested 12
men in one of the country’s larg-
est-scale counter-terrorism opera-
tions in recent years. Police said
they arrested the suspects, be-
tween the ages of 17 and 28 years
old, on suspicion of terrorism

charges. All of them were arrested
at or near their homes in Cardiff,
Stoke and London, with the excep-
tion of one man who was arrested
in Birmingham.

n Consumer confidence in the
euro zone deteriorated unexpect-
edly in December as several of the
single currency area’s smaller pe-
ripheral states continued to strug-
gle with severe debt problems.

n The European Central Bank
said the euro zone’s current-ac-
count deficit widened for the
fourth month in a row in October
to €9.8 billion ($12.92 billion).

n U.K. gross mortgage lending
grew at a slower pace in Novem-
ber from October, and at the slow-
est November pace since 2000, as
part of a traditional seasonal
slowdown in the housing market,
data said.
n Separate November data pub-
lished by the Bank of England re-
ported a slight increase in the
pace of net mortgage lending
growth, although the more for-
ward-looking mortgage approvals
data also published by the BOE re-
mained subdued.

n Producer prices in Germany
continued to rise in November,
with energy and consumer goods
prices leading the way, the Ger-
man Federal Statistics Office said.

n The fate of the Czech govern-
ment hung in the balance after it
failed to secure the support of a
coalition partner it needs to sur-
vive a vote of confidence over a
corruption scandal that has al-
ready claimed a cabinet member.

n Hungary’s central bank raised
interest rates for the second
month in a row, deepening the rift
between it and the country’s gov-

ernment, which is trying to jump-
start a flagging economy.

n Romania’s government sur-
vived a no-confidence vote in par-
liament after the opposition called
for the vote following a dispute
with the government over the
terms of the country’s bailout
agreement with the International
Monetary Fund.

n In Belarus, President Alexander
Lukashenko declared his former
Soviet republic needed “no more
hare-brained democracy” after ri-
vals at home and governments in
the West accused him of using
fraud and violence to secure re-
election.

n Pope Benedict XVI told Vatican
officials they must reflect on the
Roman Catholic Church’s culpabil-
ity in its child sex-abuse scandal,
but also blamed a secular society
in which he said the mistreatment
of children was frighteningly com-
mon.

i i i

U.S.

n A key cooperating witness
working for the U.S. in a major in-
sider-trading investigation made
more than 60 calls with corporate
managers, seeking to gather evi-
dence for the government, a per-
son familiar with the probe says.

n Reports of violent and property
crimes continued to decline in the
first half of 2010, according to a
preliminary report released by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation.
The FBI’s semiannual crime report
shows reports of violent crime
dropped 6.2% from January to
June.

n John Dugan, who until August
was the top regulator for some of

the U.S.’s biggest banks, is return-
ing to law firm Covington & Burl-
ing to lead the division represent-
ing such firms before regulators
and Congress.

i i i

Americas

n A former Mexican presidential
candidate has been freed
seven months after his kidnap-
ping. Diego Fernandez de Cevallos
is a top Mexican political power
broker who ran unsuccessfully for
president in 1994. He had been
missing since May 15, when his
vehicle was found near his ranch
in the central state of Queretaro.

i i i

Asia

n North Korea stood pat after
several days of threats as South
Korea conducted an artillery drill,
significantly easing worries about
armed conflict and suggesting
Pyongyang may be returning to its
habit of using provocations to
seek economic inducements.
n South Korea’s military went on
high alert during the 94-minute
drill, which took place on the Yel-
low Sea island of Yeonpyeong—a
South Korean island in disputed
waters that was the target of a
deadly North Korean artillery at-
tack last month.

n A heavyweight within Japan’s
ruling party rejected a request
from Prime Minister Naoto Kan to
appear before a parliamentary
ethics panel, fanning worries
about a political stalemate.

n Vietnam’s beleaguered state-
run shipbuilder Vinashin said it
hasn’t yet reached a deal with
creditors to delay a $60 million
debt repayment, threatening a
run-in with global lenders that

could further erode the country’s
financial reputation.

n In Malaysia, more than 200
Muslim Shiites—including Irani-
ans, Indonesians and Paki-
stanis—were detained in one of
the biggest swoops on outlawed
Muslim sects in the country and
may be charged with breaching Is-
lamic laws, an official said.

n A double-decker bus carrying
Thai tourists overturned on a Ma-
laysian highway, killing 28 people
on their way back from a highland
resort.

n Russian President Dmitry Med-
vedev arrives in India on Tuesday
for a two-day trip aimed at solidi-
fying Moscow’s role as New
Delhi’s largest arms supplier in
the face of increased competition
from the U.S. and Europe.

n Indian Prime Minister Manmo-
han Singh offered to appear be-
fore a parliamentary committee in
the government’s latest bid to
contain the fallout of a telecom
scandal that potentially cost the
government $40 billion in lost
revenue.

i i i

Middle East

n Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-
Maliki, who won a second man-
date last month as part of a U.S.-
backed power-sharing deal, pre-
sented his cabinet lineup to par-
liament, taking the first major
concrete step toward ending a
grinding political crisis.

WORLD WATCH

WSJ.com
To read more about these items,
and for all the latest breaking
news, go to WSJ.com/World

Onlookers view one of the trucks that officials said Taliban militants attacked with rockets and assault rifles on a road in Katakasht village near the town of Jamrud in the Khyber tribal district.

Taliban destroys two NATO oil-supply trucks in northwest Pakistan

Agence France-Presse/Getty Images
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Spain says its regions
are financially sound

MADRID—Spain said its regional
governments are on track to meet
their budget targets this year, its lat-
est effort to quell investor fears that
it could be the next European coun-
try to need a financial bailout.

Facing intense market pressure,
Spain for the first time opened its
regions’ books before year-end in a
bid to address investor worries that
the regions’ deteriorating accounts
could derail the government’s aus-
terity drive. The early peek showed
regional spending to be largely un-
der control, though some analysts
cautioned that the biggest test of
their finances still lies ahead.

The average deficit across the 17
regions was 1.24% of gross domestic
product at the close of the third
quarter, the Finance Ministry
said—comfortably within the 2.4%
target for the full year. Two regions
have breached their deficit ceiling:
Murcia and Castilla-La Mancha. But
the two are relatively small regions,
jointly accounting for about 6% of
the national economy.

The figures show “substantial
progress” at the regional as well as
the central-government level, said
Andrés Fuentes, an economist at the
Paris-based Organization for Eco-
nomic Cooperation and Develop-
ment. “I think the country is on
course to achieve its budgetary tar-
get this year and also next year.”

But some said that Spain wasn’t
out of the woods yet. The biggest
spending items usually appear in the
final quarter of the year, and tax
revenues could drop further, imper-
iling the country’s budget numbers.

Spain’s property prices are still
falling after the bursting of a 15-
year, credit-fueled property boom,
and banks are facing growing bad
debts. That, some fear, could force
the government to aid the banks and
hurt its own finances.

“This is somewhat reassuring,
but it’s unclear what lies under the
hood of some of the banks,” said
Nicholas Spiro, a London-based sov-

ereign-risk strategist.
To reassure investors on that

front, Spain’s central bank is bring-
ing forward plans to open the books
of regional savings banks, which
were most exposed to the country’s
property bubble and are closely tied
to regional governments. Spain’s re-
gions are central to the govern-
ment’s efforts to slash its budget
deficit. While it isn’t officially a fed-
eral country, Spain has one of the
most devolved power structures in
Europe. Its regions have broad au-
tonomy and provide basic services.

Regional governments and town
halls now account for around half all
public spending in Spain, compared
with just over 20% for the central
government. Social-security spend-
ing accounts for the remainder.

Moody’s Investors Service, the
ratings agency, said last month that
Spain’s regions would find it “very
challenging” to meet their budget
targets for this year and next. It de-
clined to comment Monday on the
latest regional deficit figures.

Spanish regions have been
largely shut out from international
credit markets for much of the year
as a debt crisis roiled the 16-nation
bloc that uses the euro as currency.
That has forced many to turn to
more expensive and short-term

funding that could make their fi-
nances worse.

Catalonia, Spain’s most economi-
cally powerful region, was recently
forced to raise money from its own
residents through “patriotic bonds.”
Other regions, such as Valencia, are
following its example.

Such local retail bonds have sig-
nificant drawbacks, however. They
are an expensive and short-term way
for regions to fund themselves and
compete with banks for residents’
savings. That could end up hurting
banks’ efforts to rebuild their finan-
cial strength.

Investors fear that in a worst-
case scenario the central govern-
ment might have to bail out regional
and municipal governments.

Some also fear that political con-
siderations will limit how much
pressure the government can exert
on spendthrift regions.

Spain received some qualified
support Monday for its efforts to
shore up its ailing economy. In its
annual report on the Spanish econ-
omy, the OECD said Spain’s budget-
deficit reduction plan “seems appro-
priate” but urged the country to
push forward with an overhaul of
rules governing regional-govern-
ment spending and of its banking
sector and labor laws.

BY THOMAS CATAN
AND JONATHAN HOUSE

Spain’s Prime Minister José Luis Rodriguez Zapatero, right, talking with Madrid Mayor Alberto Ruiz-Gallardón Friday.

Chronic deficits
Spain’s regional and municipal governments often posted budget deficits even
when the Spanish economy was booming.

Source: Spanish Finance Ministry
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Confidence vote
looms for Czechs

PRAGUE—The fate of the Czech
government hangs in the balance af-
ter it failed Monday to secure the
support of a coalition partner it
needs to survive a vote of confi-
dence over a corruption scandal
that has already claimed one mem-
ber of the cabinet.

The three parties in the power-
sharing arrangement held talks
Monday evening, but they ended
with the smallest coalition member,
the Public Affairs party, or VV, walk-
ing away from the meeting.

The two larger parties, the con-
servative Civic Democrats, or ODS,
and the centrist TOP 09, said their
lawmakers would support the gov-
ernment during Tuesday’s vote in
parliament, but that still leaves the
government seven seats short. To-
gether ODS and TOP 09 hold 94 of
200 seats in the lower house. VV
holds 24.

“The meeting of coalition leaders
has ended and we can only specu-
late whether the talks will resume
[Tuesday] morning,” government
spokesman Jan Osuch said.

VV Chairman Radek John had
earlier Monday told a televised
news conference: “We will make
ourselves heard on this after meet-
ing with our coalition partners later
today.”

Last week, Czech Environment
Minister Pavel Drobil resigned amid
allegations that he covered up cor-
ruption in his department, prompt-
ing opposition leaders to call for a
no-confidence vote against the cabi-
net. Mr. Drobil has denied wrongdo-
ing.

The alleged corruption was
meant to provide funding for the
Civic Democrats. Prime Minister
Petr Necas is the party’s chairman.

“Whether the government will
hold together or not is hard to pre-
dict now,” Ivan Gabal, a political an-

alyst and sociologist.
The political uncertainty hasn’t

significantly dented the Czech cur-
rency, the koruna, so far, but it may
spook investors who have been en-
couraged by the government’s plans
to cut spending and revamp the
state-run pension system.

“Investors have bet on a sound
fiscal outlook based on their beliefs
in expenditure-slashing reforms to
be put forward by the current cabi-
net,” said Jan Vejmelek, a currency
strategist at Komercni Banka. “The
pension reform is key because pen-
sion outlays now account for about
a one third of the [budget] expendi-
tures.” The Czech Republic relies
fully on current tax revenues to
fund present pension outlays.

If the scandal, under police in-
vestigation, brings down the current
government, the country may face a
protracted period of political nego-
tiations on holding early elections.
In the interim the country would be
governed by either a caretaker cabi-
net or the outgoing cabinet.

Last week, before the scandal
broke, the cabinet won parliament’s
support for a 2011 budget that fore-
sees deep spending cuts aimed at
reducing the budget deficit, ex-
pected to be about 5% of gross do-
mestic product this year.

The main opposition party, the
left-of-center Social Democrats, or
CSSD, holds 56 seats in the parlia-
ment and needs support from all 26
lawmakers of the far-left Commu-
nists, or KSCM, as well as at least 19
VV lawmakers to win the no-confi-
dence vote against the cabinet.

Going into Sunday’s talks, the
VV, which campaigned on promises
to clean up the central government,
said it wanted assurances that the
police will thoroughly investigate
the corruption allegations. Some lo-
cal media reported that the party
also wants top Czech police officials
to resign.

BY LEOS ROUSEK

Hungary lifts rates
again, widens rift

BUDAPEST—Hungary’s central
bank raised interest rates for the
second month in a row, deepening
the rift between it and the country’s
government, which is trying to
jump-start a flagging economy.

After announcing another quar-
ter-point increase in the National
Bank of Hungary’s policy rate Mon-
day, the central bank’s governor, An-
dras Simor, said the step was neces-
sary to keep inflation in check.

“Further tightening may not be
necessary if future wage and price
increases turn out to be moderate,”
Mr. Simor said. But, he said, the
bank will not “tolerate divergence”
from its inflation target of 3%. Infla-
tion was 4.2% last month.

The administration of Prime Min-
ister Viktor Orban issued a sharply
worded statement, saying the bank’s
rate decision “was hasty, hard to jus-
tify and could lead to a halt in Hun-
gary’s economic consolidation.”

The government has called on its

critics to give its policies time to
work.

On Monday, a senior economy
ministry official promised to unveil
a new round of “reforms” in Febru-
ary designed to revamp education,
health care, public-works programs
and government administration.

The International Monetary Fund
and the European Union, which
bailed out the country two years
ago, have urged Mr. Orban to adopt
long-term spending cuts. Moody’s
Investors Service this month down-
graded Hungary’s sovereign-credit
rating to just above junk levels, and
the cost of insuring government
bonds against default has risen.

Mr. Orban, who has pledged to
avoid any new austerity measures, is
moving to cut taxes on personal in-
comes as well as on small and mid-
size enterprises.

In an interview last week, Mr. Si-
mor said the government’s measures
risked discouraging bank lending
and slowing the recovery and could
also contribute to a worsening long-
term debt outlook.

BY GORDON FAIRCLOUGH
AND MARGIT FEHER
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BaQa’ (or humbug!) to holiday classic
‘A Klingon Christmas Carol’ transports Scrooge to another planet; narrative rejiggered to match aliens’ world view

A CROSS the U.S. this week,
productions of Charles
Dickens’ “A Christmas

Carol” are warming hearts. In this
city, one version poses this ques-
tion: What if Charles Dickens were
a Trekkie?

The answer runs an hour and
20 minutes and includes three
fight scenes, 17 actors with latex
ridges glued to their foreheads
and a performance delivered en-
tirely in Klingon—a language
made up for a Star Trek movie.

“It’s like an opera,” says Chris-
topher O. Kidder, the director and
co-writer. “You know what’s hap-
pening because you already know
the story.”

For those not fluent in Klingon,
English translations are projected
above the stage.

The arc of “A Klingon Christ-
mas Carol” follows the familiar
Dickens script: An old miser is vis-
ited on a hallowed night by three
ghosts who shepherd him through
a voyage of self-discovery. The
narrative has been rejiggered to
match the Klingon world view.

For starters, since there is nei-
ther a messiah nor a celebration
of his birth on the Klingon planet
of Kronos, the action is pegged to
the Klingon Feast of the Long
Night. Carols and trees are re-
placed with drinking, fighting and
mating rituals. And because Klin-
gons are more concerned with
bravery than kindness, the main
character’s quest is for courage.

Klingons first appeared on the
Star Trek television series in the
1960s. They were a brutish, war-
like species who dramatized hos-
tilities between the U.S. and the
Soviet Union in the Cold War, Mr.
Kidder says. As political tensions
eased, the characters morphed
into noble warriors, who live ac-
cording to a strict code.

In 1984, producers of “Star
Trek III: The Search for Spock,”
incorporated Klingons into the
screenplay and asked Marc
Okrand, a linguist with an exper-
tise in Native American languages,
to create dialogue for the movie.
Mr. Okrand created a 2000-word
language that could be expanded
by compounding words.

Mr. Okrand thought the Klin-
gon dictionary, published as part
of the marketing campaign, was
little more than an oddity that
might find its way to the attics of
a few Star Trek fans. Wrong: It
has been through more than 20
reprints and sold over 300,000
copies.

After its founding in 1992, the
Klingon Language Institute, based
in Blue Bell, Pa., began publishing
quarterly newsletters and hosting
an annual conference. Attendees
wear ridges fixed to their fore-
heads, sashes and knee-high
boots, and compete in game
shows in Klingon.

“Outsiders think it’s weird,”
says Lawrence Schoen, founder
and director of the KLI. “But it’s
no different than walking into a
sports bar where everyone knows
the score of the third game of the
1982 World Series.”

Today, there are roughly 40
fluent Klingon speakers and tens
of thousands of people who are
conversant. Klingon is listed on

the language bars on Google and
Facebook. The Bible, Hamlet and
Gilgamesh have all been trans-
lated.

In 2006, a member of Comme-
dia Beauregard, a St. Paul, Minn.,
theater company that specializes
in foreign-language plays, jokingly
suggested performing “A Christ-
mas Carol” in Klingon.

“But the more we thought
about it, the more it made sense,”
Mr. Kidder says. It was quirky and
potentially marketable in a season
when earnestness is the order of
the day.

It took six months for Mr. Kid-
der to write the screenplay in
Klingon. The KLI returned the first
page of his draft with 17 correc-
tions.

Mr. Kidder initially solicited
fans at Star Trek conventions and
Vikings football games, since both
events tend to attract people who
like to dress up, wear makeup and
root for something aggressive, he
says.

Last year in St. Paul, the per-
formances sold out. This season
the play—now in its fourth
year—expanded to Chicago. To
prepare actors, a fluent Klingon
speaker flew in from Kentucky.
Stunt-training sessions prepared
the cast to master bar-room
brawls.

On Thursday night, in Chicago’s
Lincoln Park neighborhood, the
audience of about 120 included
several University of Chicago stu-
dents, two self-described Mensa
club members and Marc and Julie
Malnekoff, a husband and wife
who drove an hour to see the
show for the second time.

Mr. Malnekoff, a 46-year-old
drugstore manager, wore brown
L’Oreal liquid face makeup to
darken his skin and match his
forehead ridges and a long, dark
wig. His costume—from the Klin-
gon Assault Group, a fan
group—included a homemade hol-
ster for a Klingon knife.

“It brings out your dark side,
your inner warrior,” Mr. Malnekoff
said of his costume. “I love what
Klingons represent—honor, integ-
rity and bravery. I think that’s in
short supply right now.”

Sitting in the third row was
Mr. Okrand. He demurred when
asked if he was the father of the
language. “Maybe facilitator is a
better word,” he said.

During the performance, Mr.
Okrand, 62, laughed out loud at
Klingon puns. The word for alco-
holic is “HIq,” pronounced “hick”;
the word for blood is ‘Iw’ pro-
nounced “eew.”

As the play progressed, SQuja’
(Klingon for Scrooge) cringes as
he travels back in time to watch
his cowardly boyhood self avoid
fights and lose the woman he
loves. He skirts the Klingon “Rite
of Ascension,” a trip down the

River of Blood. But as SQuja’
drinks the Ale of Klingon Courage
with the ghost from the present,
he begins to see the error of his
ways. As the specter of death
from the future points a finger to
his lonely fate, he pledges to fulfill
his warrior spirit.

In the finale, Tiny Tim’s canon-
ical line: “God bless us, every
one!” is replaced with “We are
Klingons!” Mr. Okrand clapped ex-
uberantly. “I was on deadline, so I
wrote the language in a couple
months,” he said later. “I had no
idea it would become this, this
thing. It’s amazing.”

His marching orders were to

make the language sound guttural
and bellicose but also make it
easy for actors to learn.

Occasionally, as demand piles
up, he adds new words to the
Klingon lexicon. He is the only one
with the authority to do so. “I’m
like the Academie Francaise of
Klingon,” he said, referring to the
French scholars whose role is to
protect the purity of the language.

When he adds new words, he
says he hears them in his mind
the way they would be uttered by
Christopher Lloyd, among the first
actors to speak Klingon.

“He spoke them differently
than I intended,” he said. “Not
better or worse, just different. To
me, that’s Klingon.”

BY DOUGLAS BELKIN
Chicago

‘A Klingon Christmas Carol’ has drawn a Trekkie audience in Chicago.
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ONLINE TODAY: See photos and
a video of Thursday’s performance
at WSJ.com/quirk

Klingon 101
� nuqneH (pronounced Nooknech):
Literally, “what do you want?” Used
for hello

� baQa’ (pronounced Bakka):
Humbug

� tlhutlh (pronounced Klook):
To drink

� puqpu’ (pronounced Pookpoo):
Children

� DaH (pronounced dach): Now

� tImHom (pronounced Teem
chome): Tiny Tim

� tlhIngan toDuj HIq ngaS
(pronounced Klingon Toedooj Hik
nash): Ale of Klingon Courage
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Mauricio Pochettino, the Es-
panyol coach, revealed that his
side were going to try “positive
aggression” to stop Lionel
Messi in Saturday’s meeting
with Barcelona.

In one sense, the tactic
worked: Mr. Messi failed to
score for only the third time in
15 games. Sadly for Espanyol’s
defenders, the Argentine for-
ward laid on three goals as
Barça ran out 5-0 winners.

For opposing coaches, it’s a
case of picking your poison
with Mr. Messi, who is 11/5 to
be the UEFA Champions League
top scorer for a third successive
season. He has already scored
six times in the tournament
this time around and looks a
worthy favorite in this market
having scored 24 times for Bar-
celona so far this season.

Samuel Eto’o tops the scor-
ing charts with seven goals, al-
though backing the Inter Milan
forward is not advisable given
that his participation in the
competition could be curtailed
when the Italians face Bayern
Munich in the first knockout
round.

Cristiano Ronaldo is third-fa-
vorite at 11/2 and looks a de-
cent shout considering he takes
penalties and free-kicks for Real
Madrid.

But the best value might be
Chelsea’s Nicolas Anelka. The
French striker is a veteran of
this tournament and has hit
five goals in the competition so
far this season. In addition, his
team has arguably the easiest
draw in the knock-out stage.
Chelsea was paired with FC
Copenhagen in last week’s draw
and the Premier League club is
strongly fancied to progress.

Tip of the day

7

Source: CaughtOffside.com

Nicolas Anelka
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SPORT

Winning the popularity Test
Cricket’s salesmen are as relieved at Australia’s Ashes win as the nation is itself

Australia’s crushing Ashes win
over England in the third Test in
Perth has arrested a dismal run of
four defeats in the country’s last
five Test matches and means that
cricket’s most iconic series stands at
1-1 with two matches to play.

But for all the sense of relief
among Australia’s under-pressure
batsmen and out-of-sorts bowlers,
there’s another group of people who
also owe a sizeable debt of thanks
to Mitchell Johnson, Ryan Harris
and the rest.

The nation’s ticket brokers.
The Boxing Day Test at the cav-

ernous Melbourne Cricket Ground is
traditionally one of Australia’s big-
gest sporting occasions and after
Australia’s 267-run win put the
spark back in this ancient rivalry,
ticket sales for this year’s match,
which begins Sunday, are being
talked up.

“Last time we played the Poms,
we were coming in here with a 3-0
[lead in the five-match series]... and
there was huge interest still,” said
Stephen Gough, the chief executive
officer of Melbourne Cricket Club,
which owns the MCG. “But it’s much
better when you’re winning and
keeping the series alive.”

The opening day of the Boxing
Day Test in the 2006 series drew
89,155 fans to the MCG to witness
the international swansong of spin
bowler Shane Warne, one of the
greatest Australian cricketers of all
time, who celebrated his final inter-
national appearance at the MCG by
taking his 700th Test wicket, a
world record.

The record attendance at the
MCG was in 45 years earlier, when
some 90,800 spectators filled the
ground for a 1961 Test match be-

tween Australia and the West In-
dies. With the current Ashes series
in the balance, the Melbourne
Cricket Club’s Mr. Gough says the
record could be broken.

“I think we could break it,” he
said. “We went pretty close last
time with the Ashes and it was ter-
rible weather. So with the interest
and this one being really alive, I
think we could. A live series and
good weather are all the hallmarks
for a record crowd.”

The talk of attendance records
and the apparent enthusiasm for
Test cricket is a welcome develop-
ment at a time when Cricket Austra-
lia, the game’s governing body, is
expected to announce a loss for the
year of about U.S. $14 million. The
Ashes is one of two commercially
important series for the country,
says James Sutherland, chief execu-
tive of Cricket Australia.

“We manage our financial affairs
over a four-year cycle, and there are
peaks and troughs,” said Mr. Suther-
land.

Cricket Australia incurs a loss
three years out of four, he added,
but makes a profit in the 12 months
the national side plays India and
England, leaving Cricket Australia
with a surplus.

Mr. Sutherland said that the at-
mosphere around the present Ashes
series has lacked the frenzy of pre-
vious jaunts against the English, but
crowd numbers are roughly the
same as four years ago.

“What I have observed is the
2006-07 Ashes series, the anticipa-
tion of it was frenzied off the back
of [England’s win in] 2005,” Mr.
Sutherland said. “We have not seen
that frenzy this time, but what we
will see is crowds being the same if
not better than in 2006-07.”

England’s cricket authorities are

similarly reliant on the Ashes and
India’s tour of England to keep cash
flowing into the sport. “The ‘home’
Ashes series is the single most sig-
nificant revenue driver for English
cricket,” said John Perera, the Eng-
land and Wales Cricket Board’s com-
mercial director. “It’s impact cannot
be over-stated.”

A study commissioned by the
ECB into the value of the series’
broadcast rights found that the qua-
drennial home Ashes series ac-
counted for around 50% of the value
of the ECB’s domestic broadcast
deal with satellite-TV provider Brit-
ish Sky Broadcasting Group PLC—a
contract worth £260 million ($403
million) over four years that covers
all cricket in England.

The research was conducted as
part of a broader debate about
whether the Ashes in England
should be awarded “listed-event sta-
tus” by the U.K. government, which
would force the ECB to sell the
Ashes to free-to-air television.
BSkyB is about 39% owned by News
Corp., which also owns The Wall
Street Journal.

But there is a broader signifi-
cance to the Ashes, which goes far
beyond the commercial health of the
two countries’ governing bodies.

“Test cricket needs a strong Aus-
tralia,” said Tim Crow, a former se-
nior executive at the ECB and now
chief executive of U.K.-based sports
sponsorship consultants Synergy.
“The game needs to be strong
across the world, not just when
England plays Australia or India.”

Only nine nations, mostly former
parts of the British empire, play
Test matches and in some of those
countries, the five-day game is
struggling to attract an audience.

To this end, the International
Cricket Council, the sport’s global

governing body, is set to launch a
new World Test Championship in an
effort to give each head-to-head se-
ries a wider context: Every four
years, the four leading Test countries
will meet in a mini-tournament con-
sisting of two semi-finals and final,
the overall winner being declared
Test cricket’s world champion.

But while the new four-year cy-
cle could help revive interest in un-
popular or obscure series played be-
tween Test cricket’s weaker nations,
such as New Zealand and Bang-
ladesh, some observers say that the
new set-up could damage the long
history of the sport’s most challeng-
ing format.

“The ICC is missing a trick,” said
Synergy’s Mr. Crow. “The Ashes is
successful because of its history and
the resonance it has with the
cricket-playing world. The ICC
should look to promote the richness
and history of each individual se-
ries. The authorities can do what
they like with the short form of the
game in marketing terms, because it
has no heritage. But it can’t muck
about with Test cricket.”

Mr. Perera agrees that the Ashes
may be a one off—“it’s more like the
Ryder Cup than other Test cricket
series”—but he says that something
must be done to arrest the decline
in popularity or face the potential
death knell for Test cricket. “We
have to find a way to make it more
appealing,” Mr. Perera said.

With a crowd of almost 90,000
expected in Melbourne for the
fourth Test between England and
Australia, such talk seems prema-
ture. But there will be many people
across the cricket-playing world re-
lieved that Ricky Ponting’s Australia
team have come back to square to
the series: It’s the sort of resilience
required by the game as a whole.

BY RICHARD GILLIS

England’s James Anderson is dismissed during the third Ashes Test on Sunday. Australia’s win could mean a record crowd for the fourth Test in Melbourne.
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Belarus leader rejects outcry on vote
MINSK, Belarus—President Alex-

ander Lukashenko declared Monday
that his former Soviet republic
needed “no more hare-brained de-
mocracy” after rivals at home and
governments in the West accused
him of using fraud and violence to
secure re-election.

The ruler’s comment, coupled
with Sunday’s disputed election, sig-
naled the end of his tentative diplo-
matic outreach to the U.S. and Euro-
pean Union, leaving Belarus fewer
options to ease its longstanding eco-
nomic dependence on Russia.

Mr. Lukashenko was officially de-
clared the winner with 79.7% of the
vote after hundreds of riot police
stormed Independence Square in
central Minsk late Sunday, dispers-
ing an estimated 20,000 protesters
outside the main government build-
ing.

Many were beaten and at least
four of the nine rival presidential
candidates were arrested, their aides
said.

The president said police de-
tained 639 people, and the Interior
Ministry said some face up to 15
years in prison for “organizing mass
disturbances.”

With its leaders jailed and some
independent Internet media dis-
rupted, the protest movement
seemed to fizzle as quickly as it
erupted. There was no sign Monday
of renewed unrest in the capital.

But strong condemnation poured
in from abroad.

The White House said it couldn’t
accept the election results as legiti-
mate. It added that the use of “dis-
proportionate force” against politi-
cal activists marked “a clear step
backwards on issues central to our
relationship with Belarus.”

The EU’s top diplomat, Catherine
Ashton, urged Belarussian authori-
ties to release the jailed opposition
candidates at once. Poland and
Lithuania, whose leaders were most
eager to tug Belarus out of Russia’s
orbit with economic aid if the vote
was judged to be fair, reacted with
dismay.

The Organization for Security
and Cooperation in Europe, which
monitored the vote, reported “bad
or very bad” ballot counting, much
of it conducted in silence, in half the
country’s precincts.

It said results recorded at pre-
cinct stations were altered in some
cases before arriving at regional

election headquarters. And it de-
nounced the police action Sunday
night as “heavy-handed.”

“This election failed to give Be-
larus the new start it needed,” said
Tony Lloyd, head of the OSCE ob-
server mission.

Mr. Lukashenko, who has ruled
this country of 9.5 million people
since 1994, responded angrily with a
two-hour news conference on state
television, punctuated by finger-
wagging diatribes.

“We did everything they asked of
us,” the 56-year-old ruler said of the
OSCE. He said the organization’s
criticism of the police was beyond
its mandate. “The election was

over,” he said.
He accused the protesters of

“barbarism” and “banditry,” and
shut the door to compromise with
political opponents who led the pro-
tests.

“That’s it,” he declared. “I
warned you that if some commotion
started, we’d have enough forces.
Folks, you tangled with the wrong
guy. I’m not going to hide in the
basement. So let’s be done with it.
There will be no more hare-brained
democracy. We won’t allow the
country to be torn to pieces.”

Before the president spoke, the
wife of opposition candidate
Vladimir Neklyayev described how

unknown men had nabbed him Sun-
day from a hospital bed where he
was recovering from a beating on
the head during the demonstration.

Olga Neklyayeva said the men
locked her, screaming, in a separate
hospital room. Her husband’s where-
abouts were unknown, she said.

Mr. Lukashenko later said the 64-
year-old candidate, a popular poet,
had been detained and was being
questioned by investigators.

Years of authoritarian rule by Mr.
Lukashenko have limited Belarus’s
political opposition. It failed to unite
behind a single candidate, and Sun-
day’s protest gave way to internal
bickering.

Jaroslav Romanchuk, a presiden-
tial candidate who wasn’t arrested,
accused three other opposition can-
didates (not including Mr. Nek-
lyayev) of provoking the violence by
leading demonstrators to storm the
government building. Police moved
against the crowd after some pro-
testers tried to break in.

“Revolutions only disrupt demo-
cratic processes,” Mr. Romanchuk
said.

Belarus has enjoyed modest pros-
perity under Mr. Lukashenko thanks
to oil- and gas-price subsidies from
Russia. As those subsidies have
dwindled in recent years, the Belar-
ussian leader has courted the West
to obtain loans from the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund and leverage
with Moscow in bargaining over en-
ergy prices.

By giving rival candidates some
freedom to campaign against him,
Mr. Lukashenko appeared to signal a
desire for closer cooperation with
Europe. At the same time, he
reached a deal with Russian Presi-
dent Dmitry Medvedev early this
month that preserved at least $1.5
million in oil-price subsides next
year. Mr. Medvedev called Sunday’s
election “an internal matter” for Be-
larus.

By James Marson in Minsk,
Belarus, and Richard

Boudreaux in Moscow

Belarussian President Alexander Lukashenko spoke at a news conference in Minsk Monday after winning re-election.
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Medvedev seeks to boost India arms sales
NEW DELHI—Russian President

Dmitry Medvedev arrives Tuesday
in India on a two-day trip aimed at
solidifying Moscow’s role as New
Delhi’s largest arms supplier in the
face of increased competition from
the U.S. and Europe.

Mr. Medvedev is the fifth and fi-
nal leader of a member nation of the
United Nations Security Council to
visit India in 2010, underscoring
New Delhi’s rising importance as a
global political and economic power.

India’s fast-expanding economy
and growing military budget offers
Russia enormous potential to in-
crease sales of military equipment.
A U.S.-India nuclear deal in 2008,
which paved they way for civilian
nuclear exports to India, also has
opened the door for Russia to sell
civilian nuclear technology to New
Delhi.

New Delhi, meanwhile, is hoping
Moscow will allow Indian oil and
gas companies a larger role in de-
veloping Russian energy assets. In-
dia is a net importer of crude oil.

Russia and India will sign agree-
ments in defense, economic and
space sectors during Mr. Medve-
dev’s visit, Indian officials said,
without giving details.

India is one of Russia’s largest
customers for military equipment,

accounting for a third of the sector’s
exports—a legacy of the Cold War
when New Delhi sided with Moscow
against Beijing. About three-quar-
ters of India’s current military hard-
ware is of Russian origin.

But in recent years, India has be-
gun courting other suppliers of mili-
tary hardware from the U.S., France
and the U.K., all of whose leaders
have used visits here this year to
clinch deals.

“Russia’s defense industry is not
as capable as it used to be during
the Cold War,” said Laxman Kumar
Behera, an expert on India’s military
at the New Delhi-based Institute for
Defense Studies and Analyses. “In-
dia is trying to diversify its supply
sources.”

The U.S., during a visit to India
by President Barack Obama in No-
vember, announced a $4 billion deal
for Boeing Co. to supply the Indian
air force with 10 C-17 Globemaster
III military transport aircraft.

In July, U.K. Prime Minister
David Cameron used a trip to the
country to announce a $1.1 billion
deal to supply 57 Hawk trainer jets.

French President Nicolas Sarkozy
visited India in December, during
which the two nations signed a deal
for France to supply two nuclear re-
actors valued at $9 billion.

Mr. Sarkozy also lobbied for
France to win an $11 billion deal to

supply 126 fourth-generation fighter
jets to India’s air force. Moscow is
competing for that deal, which New
Delhi is scheduled to award next
year.

Russia wants India to chose the
MiG-35 fighter, made by RSK MiG,
but has to compete against a num-
ber of other suppliers including
U.S.’s Boeing and Lockheed Martin
Corp., France’s Dassault Aviation,
and a consortium of European bid-
ders.

To boost its chances next year,
Russia has been emphasizing how it
is jointly developing military equip-

ment with India.
Both nations are planning to

build a fifth-generation fighter air-
craft, which could be valued at tens
of billions of dollars, but is unlikely
to enter production until 2020. In-
dian media have reported one of the
deals likely to be signed this week
could include details of this joint
production.

“Russia and India have moved to
a new level of cooperation in the
military-technology area, from the
relationship of buyer-seller to joint
development and production of
modern weapons,” Russian Defense

Minister Anatoly Serdyukov said in
late 2009 after a regular meeting of
an intergovernmental commission.

But Russia also has disappointed
India on some orders. An aircraft
carrier, due for delivery in 2008, has
been delayed until 2012, while the
cost has doubled to $2 billion. Spare
parts for Russian planes also have
been hard to come by.

Russia—like the U.S., U.K. and
France—also is keen to help India
develop its civilian nuclear industry
to meet growing power needs.

—Gregory L. White in Moscow
contributed to this article.

BY TOM WRIGHT

Note: Fiscal years end March 31 Sources: Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce & Industry (defense spending); Department of Commerce, India (trade)

Military Inc.
Even as Russia's exports to India trail the fast growth experienced by the U.S. and China, Moscow hopes to cash in on
India's increased military spending.
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U.S. firms enlist more recruiting staff
Companies fill headhunter positions as demand in hiring slowly increases, driven by recovery and retirements

Some companies are beefing up
their recruiting staffs as hiring de-
mands increase, say employers
and consultants.

Employers are responding to
the gradual increase in hiring this
year and are anticipating further
hiring next year, driven by growth
in parts of their businesses and an
expected increase in retirements.

“We’re hiring [recruiters] not
only in reaction to increased hir-
ing but in anticipation of even
more hiring at the company next
year,” says Arie Ball, vice presi-
dent of sourcing and talent acqui-
sition at Sodexo USA, part of food
and facilities-management services
company Sodexo SA.

In the past four months, So-
dexo USA has added three recruit-
ers to its staff of 55 and currently
has two recruiter openings, Ms.
Ball says.

Hiring overall is rising only
slowly. The hiring rate in October
was only one-tenth of a percent-
age point above the year-earlier
level, according to the U.S. Labor
Department.

Still, that some American em-
ployers are adding recruiting staff
suggests they are planning to
ramp up hiring more broadly. And
outside search consultants say
they have seen a rise in recruiting
activity, which often happens be-
fore companies increase in-house
recruiting staff.

In a survey conducted this
summer, CLC Recruiting, a unit of
research organization Corporate
Executive Board Co., found that
about half of companies planned
to increase their recruiting staffs
and 19% expected to shrink them
through May 2011. Last year, 6%
planned to grow their staffs and
about a quarter planned to shrink
them.

Last month, the number of U.S.
job postings with recruiter in the
title rose 20% from June to 5,306
on Indeed.com, which aggregates
job posts from thousands of com-
pany websites and job boards.

The unemployment rate for hu-
man-resources, training and labor-
relations specialists, which in-
cludes recruiters, was 5.4% in the

third quarter of this year, accord-
ing to the Labor Department,
which doesn’t measure unemploy-
ment among recruiters specifi-
cally. That is down from 5.6% in
the second quarter and 7.1% in the
year-earlier period, although still
above the range it held in late
2008.

During the summer, Sodexo
USA used an outsourcing firm to
help build its pool of potential re-
cruits in anticipation of more jobs
to fill next year, says Ms. Ball.
Normally, that work would be
done internally, but the company’s
55 recruiters had their hands full
keeping up with outstanding hir-
ing needs, she adds.

Revenue from Sodexo’s North
American on-site service opera-
tions rose 1.9% in its latest fiscal
year, which ended in August, from
the prior year, driven mainly by
growth from education and health-
care clients.

That has led to high hiring de-
mand in those areas. Since August,
the number of job requisitions and
hires made by Sodexo in environ-
mental services, which would in-
clude a housekeeping manager in a
hospital, has risen about 80% com-
pared with the same period a year
ago, Ms. Ball says.

Overall since August, Ms. Ball
says her staff has received 12%
more requests to fill openings,

prompting the company to add the
three recruiters to its staff and
look to hire two others.

BASF Corp., the North Ameri-
can unit of chemical company
BASF SE, plans to add at least
four full-time recruiters in the
first quarter of next year, says
Michael Kannisto, director of tal-
ent acquisition.

Executives are expecting a
wave of retirements of key staff
over the next few years, including
chemists and engineers in their
core research and development
functions, Mr. Kannisto adds. He
expects a rise in the coming
months as more baby boomers
reach age 65.

In response to those retire-
ments and company growth, he
says, the company has begun to
build its database of possible can-
didates that could fill manage-
ment, science and engineering
roles, even before those positions
open.

Its existing recruiting staff of
27, including temporary employ-
ees, is becoming more taxed. At
the trough of the downturn last
summer, the companies’ recruiters
were responsible for filling 12 po-
sitions each on average, down
from the 40 positions per re-
cruiter that was typical before.

This spring, that number in-
creased sharply, and now, some of
the company’s recruiters are re-
sponsible for filling between 60
and 70 openings, Mr. Kannisto
says. The company’s recruiters are
hiring across the board for posi-
tions at every segment of the com-
pany. “We have a lot of hiring ac-
tivity to handle and need to retain
and add people,” he adds.

Since July, McGladrey, a
Bloomington, Minn.-based tax, au-
diting and business consultancy,
has added the equivalent of about
nine recruiters to its recruiting
staff of more than 30.

Before the downturn, McGla-
drey had about 50 full-time equiv-
alent employees working on re-
cruitment, but the company shed
more than half of them by not fill-
ing vacancies and by shifting peo-
ple to other roles in human re-
sources, said the company’s
national recruiting leader, Ken
Bansemer. McGladrey, which in-
cludes McGladrey & Pullen LLP
and H&R Block Inc. subsidiary
RSM McGladrey Inc., has about
7,000 employees overall.

During the summer, the com-
pany began to see growth across
its businesses, which increased
hiring demand and led the com-
pany to bring more recruiters on
board, Mr. Bansemer says.

Now, the company has open-
ings for three more recruiters.

“We think we’re through the
worst of the downturn. Everyone
is optimistic that this hiring in the
company will continue. So we’re
confident in bringing on full-time
staff,” he adds.

BY JOE LIGHT

Sodexo, like others, is adding more recruiters to its staff. Above, a Sodexo cafeteria in Paris last year.
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Europe, North America expect M&A to fuel growth
Many North American and Eu-

ropean companies expect to resort
to mergers and acquisitions to
drive growth next year, while com-
panies in Asia and Latin America
are more optimistic that they will
be able to grow organically, ac-
cording to a survey by human-re-
sources consulting firm Towers
Watson.

The September survey of 743
companies found that 37% of HR
executives in North America and
36% in Europe believe that M&A
will be one of their three top strat-
egies for driving growth.

That might indicate executives
in those markets see few other
promising ways to expand their
businesses. Such moves “may well
be more of a defensive play to
consolidate market position or
gain sufficient scale to weather

continuing tough times than an
aggressive expansion strategy,”
the study said.

By contrast, only 20% of Asian-
Pacific companies and 23% of Latin
American companies believed M&A

would be a key way to drive
growth. Instead, companies in
those markets said that hiring
staffers who deal with customers,
such as salespeople, would be
among their most important

growth drivers. Under the total
global tally, 27% of respondents
checked off pursuing a merger or
acquisition as a top priority for
driving growth.

“Executives in emerging econo-
mies are far more willing to invest
in hiring new salespeople because
the growth of those markets assures
you that the investment will pay
off,” said Ravin Jesuthasan, global
practice leader for talent manage-
ment at Towers Watson. Only a
quarter of North American execu-
tives picked hiring in roles that deal
with customers as a top strategy.
Nearly 40% of companies said so
globally. “India and Asia really think
about growth differently than in the
U.S. They’d much rather grow capa-
bilities from within than acquire
them,” said Peter Cappelli, manage-
ment professor at the University of
Pennsylvania’s Wharton School and
co-author of “The India Way.”

BY JOE LIGHT

Steps to success
Which three actions do you believe are most important for your organization
to focus on to drive growth?

Expanding product/services

Entering new markets

Increasing hiring in market-
facing roles

Making significant changes in
organization structure

Making significant expense
reduction efforts

Source: Towers Watson

Note: Survey of 743 HR executives conducted
in September. Numbers are percentage of
respondents that selected that item. Margin of
error is +/- 3.95 percentage points

58%

50%

38%

37%

31%

Pursuing a merger or acquisition
27%

Divesting unprofitable
business lines

Increasing hiring in R&D roles

Making a major shift in
business strategy

Increasing hiring in service
center roles

Increasing hiring of contractors/
contingency employees

18%

15%

12%

6%

4%

Firms in Asia and Latin
America say hiring staffers
who deal with customers,
such as salespeople, would
be among their most
important growth drivers.
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U.S. NEWS

Ex-bank regulator
to represent lenders

WASHINGTON—John Dugan,
who until August was the top regu-
lator for some of the U.S.’s biggest
banks, is returning to law firm Cov-
ington & Burling LLP to lead the di-
vision representing such firms be-
fore regulators and Congress.

The path from bank regulator to
bank lawyer is well worn for both
Democrats and Republicans. But the
appearance of a revolving door of-
ten draws scrutiny from critics who
allege regulators are too cozy with
the companies they oversee.

Mr. Dugan will quickly go from
one of Washington’s top bank regu-
lators to one of Washington’s top
bank-regulation lawyers, sought out
for his expertise on issues including
the financial crisis, international
bank regulation, mergers and acqui-
sitions, litigation and implementa-
tion of the Dodd-Frank financial-
overhaul law.

His team will include Edward
Yingling, a top industry lobbyist
who is joining Covington & Burling
after stepping down as president of
the American Bankers Association
trade group.

Mr. Dugan, a Republican, was ap-
pointed in 2005 to a five-year term
at the Office of the Comptroller of
the Currency, which regulates
roughly 1,500 national banks, in-
cluding the bank divisions of Bank
of America Corp., Citigroup Inc.
and J.P. Morgan Chase & Co.

He will be required by ethics
rules to observe a one-year “cooling

off” period, which essentially bars
him from representing groups be-
fore the Treasury Department or the
OCC. He is permanently barred from
representing anybody before the
government on areas such as spe-
cific enforcement matters in which
he was personally and substantially
involved.

Mr. Dugan won plaudits from se-
nior officials in the Bush and Obama
administration for his tenure, in
part because he was seen as a team
player steeped in banking law. Lib-
eral groups routinely criticized him
and said he wasn’t tough enough on
big banks.

He clashed often, and sometimes
publicly, with Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corp. Chairman Sheila Bair
over a range of matters, including
how the government should pres-
sure large banks like Citigroup to
change their ways during the crisis.
The OCC during Mr. Dugan’s tenure
often applied pressure to banks in
private, instead of issuing public en-
forcement actions. Community
bankers complained that OCC exam-
iners were some of the toughest in
the country.

“I’m a bank regulatory lawyer,
that’s my trade,” Mr. Dugan said in
an interview. “I represent people.
There’s nothing wrong with that.
Advising people on how to comply
with the law is an honorable profes-
sion.” Mr. Dugan said it hadn’t yet
been decided whether he would reg-
ister to lobby Congress.

Mr. Dugan was head of the finan-
cial institutions group at Covington

& Burling in 2005 before he joined
the OCC. He had government experi-
ence as both a Senate aide from
1985 to 1989 and a Treasury Depart-
ment official from 1989 to 1993 be-
fore spending more than a decade at
the law firm.

Law firms have bulked up their
banking practices in the last year,
both to influence the Dodd-Frank
Act as it moved through Congress
and now to deal with the hundreds
of new rules that federal agencies,
including the OCC, will write to im-
plement the law. Mr. Dugan will
likely represent banks affected by
these rules, with issues ranging
from derivatives rules to consumer-
lending standards.

In his previous stint at Coving-
ton & Burling, Mr. Dugan repre-
sented banks both as a lawyer and a
lobbyist, registering to lobby for the
American Bankers Association, Bank
One Corp. and Freddie Mac, among
others. He joins a lengthy list of
Democrats and Republicans who
have left the spot as head of the
OCC to earn a living advising banks
as either a lawyer or consultant.
The six previous comptrollers of the
currency have left their government
post to either advise financial com-
panies or work directly for one, in-
cluding John D. Hawke Jr., Eugene
Ludwig and Robert Clarke.

The Obama administration hasn’t
nominated someone to succeed Mr.
Dugan as head of the OCC. The
agency is being run on a temporary
basis by John Walsh, who was an
adviser to Mr. Dugan.

BY DAMIAN PALETTA

Bloomberg News

John Dugan, shown in March, recently completed a five-year term at the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency.

Funding fight looms on health law

WASHINGTON— A Senate deal to
fund the federal government until
March 4 doesn’t include money to
launch new health-care and finan-
cial-industry regulations, setting up
an early Republican victory in the
battle over spending priorities.

The deal to fund the government
until March 4 is expected to come to
the Senate floor for a vote Tuesday.
The estimated $218 billion measure
is expected to clear the Senate and
House before a Tuesday, Dec. 21
deadline, when current government
spending authority expires.

If the resolution passes without
funding to ramp up President Ba-

rack Obama’s health-care overhaul
or beef up agencies that regulate
Wall Street, the fate of those regu-
latory efforts will be decided after
Republicans assume control of the
House of Representatives and gain
votes in the Senate.

“I think the odds shift towards
Republicans,” said Sen. Richard
Shelby (R., Ala.).

BY JESSICA HOLZER
AND JOSH MITCHELL

In the second
year of Ronald
Reagan’s
presidency, the
magazine
Conservative

Digest devoted an entire edition
to portraying him as a man who
had turned his back on
conservative principles.

In his private diary, Mr. Reagan
noted that the magazine labeled
him a “turncoat” and said
conservative activist Richard
Viguerie sent him a copy of the
magazine along with a letter. “He
tried to write in sorrow, not anger
about my betrayal of the
conservative cause,” the president
noted with a tinge of sarcasm. “He
used crocodile tears for ink.”

To put it mildly, President
Reagan—now considered a hero
on the right—survived that
criticism from his own supporters.
That lesson might hearten
President Barack Obama today as
he is lacerated by liberals of his
own party even as he enjoys his
first real set of bipartisan
legislative successes during
Congress’s current lame-duck
session.

President Reagan’s apostasy
then, as is Mr. Obama’s now, was
to compromise with the
opposition party on taxes, among
the most ideologically charged of
subjects. Mr. Reagan saw little
choice but to do a tax deal to win
concessions on other important
items. He conceded not so much
to Democrats as to political
reality—which is pretty much
what Mr. Obama did in his deal
with Republicans to extend tax
cuts in return for more
unemployment benefits and a new
economic-stimulus bill by another
name.

As those experiences show, it’s
nice for a president to have a
dedicated base of ideological
followers—and it’s also
troublesome for a president to
have a dedicated base of
ideological followers. Those
followers often expect the
president to be the leader of
them, not of the country.

In that sense, the most
important movement Mr. Obama
has made since the midterm
election hasn’t been toward the
ideological center, or toward
Republicans. It has been to move
toward his own independence—or,
more precisely, back toward his
own independence.

The Barack Obama elected in
2008 presented himself as a kind
of singular force, neither party
man nor ideological figure but—in
the campaign cliche—a
postpartisan leader. Yes, he was
probably more instinctively liberal
than, say, Bill Clinton, but
ideology wasn’t the point. Making
Washington work was the point.

David Axelrod, the president’s
political counselor, says the
Obama candidacy actually was
predicated on this pledge to “get
past hyperpartisanship,” adding:
“It was that more than any
particular issue that animated
public support.”

The problem with the
president’s first two years in
office was that he often came to
be seen as a traditional, off-the
rack Democrat, at once more
liberal and more partisan than
many voters assumed. He
appeared less focused on finding
common ground than in keeping
his House Democratic caucus
together and in winning that
elusive 60th Senate vote always
needed to break a filibuster.

Along the way, the least
popular of national Democratic
figures, House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi, frequently was seen as the
driver of Democratic strategy,
rather than the postpartisan
president who so appealed to
independent voters not so very
long ago.

In some cases, Mr. Obama had
little choice in this approach. A
president with a congressional
majority is expected to use it, and
an opposition party with no
political control in Congress has
no responsibility and therefore
little incentive to give ground.

Which is why losing control of
the House in November may not
have been the worst thing for Mr.
Obama. Even before the new
Congress was seated, the Capitol’s
dynamics changed in this month’s
lame-duck session. Unable to
count on a House majority, Mr.
Obama was no longer obliged to
defer to that majority.
Republicans, no longer able to
avoid it, accepted responsibility
for a deal on taxes.

It’s particularly instructive how
Mr. Obama’s tactics in the recent
tax debate differed so
conspicuously from those he
pursued in the long and politically
troublesome health-care
discussion.

In the health debate, Mr.
Obama never actually presented
his own health plan, but, rather,
waited for congressional
Democrats to settle on one. Even
as Republicans excoriated
“Obama’s health bill,” there was
no Obama health bill, only
variations drawn by congressional
Democrats. This time, there was
an Obama tax bill.

Mr. Obama now will be accused
of being more concerned with his
own re-election than with the fate
of his party.

There also are questions about
why, having given ground on
taxes, he didn’t get more
assurances of Republican support
on ratification of the new
strategic arms agreement with
Russia, which hangs by a thread in
the Senate.

And Mr. Obama will need his
liberal friends in the battles of the
next two years, as they will need
him. But for now he’s won some
victories and reclaimed a measure
of his own independence.

[ Capital Journal ]

BY GERALD F. SEIB

Tax accord helps Obama
reclaim some independence

Mr. Obama now will be
accused of being more
concerned with his own re-
election than with the fate of
his party.
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Commodities Prices of futures contracts with the most open interest
EXCHANGE LEGEND: CBOT: Chicago Board of Trade; CME: Chicago Mercantile Exchange; ICE-US: ICE Futures U.S.MDEX: Bursa Malaysia
Derivatives Berhad; LIFFE: London International Financial Futures Exchange; COMEX: Commodity Exchange; LME: London Metals Exchange;
NYMEX: New York Mercantile Exchange;ICE-EU: ICE Futures Europe

ONE-DAY CHANGE Contract Contract
Commodity Exchange Last price Net Percentage high low

Corn (cents/bu.) CBOT 599.50 3.00 0.50% 617.50 356.75
Soybeans (cents/bu.) CBOT 1327.00 16.50 1.26 1,354.50 871.50
Wheat (cents/bu.) CBOT 769.50 12.75 1.68 864.25 504.75
Live cattle (cents/lb.) CME 105.225 0.725 0.69 107.325 88.750
Cocoa ($/ton) ICE-US 2,958 7 0.24 3,477 2,410
Coffee (cents/lb.) ICE-US 224.65 -0.65 -0.29% 226.95 131.40
Sugar (cents/lb.) ICE-US 32.96 0.46 1.42 33.50 11.90
Cotton (cents/lb.) ICE-US 154.12 4.00 2.66 154.12 61.89
Crude palm oil (ringgit/ton) MDEX 3,518.00 15 0.43 3,700 1,970
Cocoa (pounds/ton) LIFFE 1,987 4 0.20 2,322 1,610
Robusta coffee ($/ton) LIFFE 1,990 4 0.20 2,084 1,374

Copper (cents/lb.) COMEX 420.60 4.70 1.13 422.90 230.00
Gold ($/troy oz.) COMEX 1386.10 6.90 0.50 1,432.50 897.30
Silver (cents/troy oz.) COMEX 2935.50 22.20 0.76 3,075.00 1,475.00
Aluminum ($/ton) LME 2,341.00 18.00 0.77 2,481.50 1,857.00
Tin ($/ton) LME 26,150.00 -50.00 -0.19 27,325.00 14,975.00
Copper ($/ton) LME 9,205.00 133.00 1.47 9,208.00 6,120.00
Lead ($/ton) LME 2,442.00 65.00 2.73 2,616.00 1,580.00
Zinc ($/ton) LME 2,288.00 31.00 1.37 2,659.00 1,617.00
Nickel ($/ton) LME 24,965 290 1.18 27,590 17,100

Crude oil ($/bbl.) NYMEX 89.37 0.77 0.87 93.87 60.30
Heating oil ($/gal.) NYMEX 2.5038 0.0183 0.74 2.5421 1.5800
RBOB gasoline ($/gal.) NYMEX 2.3620 0.0495 2.14 2.3566 1.8472
Natural gas ($/mmBtu) NYMEX 4.260 0.160 3.90 11.610 3.854
Brent crude ($/bbl.) ICE-EU 92.74 1.07 1.17 133.57 68.09
Gas oil ($/ton) ICE-EU 764.25 -2.25 -0.29 782.75 592.50

Source: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group
WSJ.com

Currencies London close on Dec. 20
Per In

AMERICAS Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Argentina peso-a 5.2058 0.1921 3.9738 0.2517
Brazil real 2.2408 0.4463 1.7105 0.5846
Canada dollar 1.3360 0.7485 1.0198 0.9806

1-mo. forward 1.3368 0.7481 1.0204 0.9800
3-mos. forward 1.3386 0.7470 1.0218 0.9787
6-mos. forward 1.3419 0.7452 1.0243 0.9763

Chile peso 616.58 0.001622 470.65 0.002125
Colombia peso 2529.05 0.0003954 1930.50 0.0005180
Ecuador US dollar-f 1.3101 0.7633 1 1
Mexico peso-a 16.2844 0.0614 12.4304 0.0804
Peru sol 3.6819 0.2716 2.8105 0.3558
Uruguay peso-e 26.004 0.0385 19.850 0.0504
U.S. dollar 1.3101 0.7633 1 1
Venezuela bolivar 5.63 0.177740 4.29 0.232848

ASIA-PACIFIC
Australia dollar 1.3210 0.7570 1.0084 0.9917
China yuan 8.7462 0.1143 6.6763 0.1498
Hong Kong dollar 10.1905 0.0981 7.7787 0.1286
India rupee 59.5581 0.0168 45.4625 0.0220
Indonesia rupiah 11847 0.0000844 9043 0.0001106
Japan yen 109.63 0.009121 83.69 0.011950

1-mo. forward 109.57 0.009126 83.64 0.011956
3-mos. forward 109.50 0.009133 83.58 0.011964
6-mos. forward 109.34 0.009146 83.46 0.011982

Malaysia ringgit-c 4.1201 0.2427 3.1450 0.3180
New Zealand dollar 1.7688 0.5654 1.3502 0.7407
Pakistan rupee 112.402 0.0089 85.800 0.0117
Philippines peso 58.310 0.0171 44.510 0.0225
Singapore dollar 1.7257 0.5795 1.3173 0.7592
South Korea won 1513.89 0.0006605 1155.60 0.0008654
Taiwan dollar 39.233 0.02549 29.948 0.03339
Thailand baht 39.524 0.02530 30.170 0.03315

Per In
EUROPE Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Euro zone euro 1 1 0.7633 1.3101
1-mo. forward 0.9999 1.0001 0.7633 1.3101
3-mos. forward 1.0002 0.9998 0.7635 1.3097
6-mos. forward 1.0009 0.9991 0.7640 1.3088

Czech Rep. koruna-b 25.258 0.0396 19.281 0.0519
Denmark krone 7.4501 0.1342 5.6869 0.1758
Hungary forint 277.13 0.003608 211.55 0.004727
Norway krone 7.8594 0.1272 5.9993 0.1667
Poland zloty 4.0014 0.2499 3.0544 0.3274
Russia ruble-d 40.375 0.02477 30.820 0.03245
Sweden krona 8.9858 0.1113 6.8591 0.1458
Switzerland franc 1.2643 0.7910 0.9651 1.0362

1-mo. forward 1.2635 0.7915 0.9644 1.0369
3-mos. forward 1.2624 0.7921 0.9636 1.0377
6-mos. forward 1.2607 0.7932 0.9624 1.0391

Turkey lira 2.0480 0.4883 1.5633 0.6397
U.K. pound 0.8453 1.1830 0.6452 1.5498

1-mo. forward 0.8455 1.1827 0.6454 1.5494
3-mos. forward 0.8455 1.1828 0.6454 1.5495
6-mos. forward 0.8467 1.1810 0.6463 1.5472

MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA
Bahrain dinar 0.4939 2.0247 0.3770 2.6525
Egypt pound-a 7.6035 0.1315 5.8040 0.1723
Israel shekel 4.7260 0.2116 3.6075 0.2772
Jordan dinar 0.9286 1.0769 0.7088 1.4108
Kuwait dinar 0.3704 2.6995 0.2828 3.5364
Lebanon pound 1974.90 0.0005064 1507.50 0.0006634
Saudi Arabia riyal 4.9129 0.2035 3.7502 0.2667
South Africa rand 8.9745 0.1114 6.8505 0.1460
United Arab dirham 4.8118 0.2078 3.6730 0.2723

SDR -f 0.8552 1.1693 0.6528 1.5318

a-floating rate b-commercial rate c-government rate c-commercial rate d-Russian Central Bank rate f-Special Drawing Rights
from the International Monetary Fund ; based on exchange rates for U.S., British and Japanese currencies.
Note: Based on trading among banks in amounts of $1 million and more, as quoted by Thomson Reuters.

Major stock market indexes Stock indexes from around the world, grouped by region. Shown in local-currency terms.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE
earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

23 EUROPE Stoxx Europe 600 278.38 1.96 0.71% 10.0% 11.5%

14 Stoxx Europe 50 2621.91 17.31 0.66 1.7 3.1

27 Euro Zone Euro Stoxx 277.62 1.68 0.61 1.0 2.4

14 Euro Stoxx 50 2839.22 17.45 0.62 -4.3 -3.0

15 Austria ATX 2855.61 32.77 1.16 14.4 15.9

10 Belgium Bel-20 2614.85 18.26 0.70 4.1 5.3

12 Czech Republic PX 1199.4 11.7 0.99 7.3 8.1

22 Denmark OMX Copenhagen 422.92 -1.81 -0.43% 34.0 36.0

14 Finland OMX Helsinki 7541.46 63.71 0.85 16.8 20.6

13 France CAC-40 3885.08 17.73 0.46 -1.3 0.3

14 Germany DAX 7018.60 36.15 0.52 17.8 18.3

... Hungary BUX 21237.46 19.19 0.09 ... 3.3

12 Ireland ISEQ 2834.73 15.29 0.54 -4.7 -4.1

11 Italy FTSE MIB 20373.66 304.48 1.52 -12.4 -10.4

10 Netherlands AEX 353.15 1.10 0.31 5.3 6.9

11 Norway All-Shares 473.60 3.25 0.69 12.7 13.5

17 Poland WIG 47363.90 -287.64 -0.60 18.5 19.7

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE
earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

5 Portugal PSI 20 7844.70 58.28 0.75 -7.3 -5.9

... Russia RTSI 1739.67 -4.20 -0.24% 21.9 22.0

9 Spain IBEX 35 9996.1 98.0 0.99% -16.3 -15.5

15 Sweden OMX Stockholm 366.04 0.60 0.16 22.2 23.0

14 Switzerland SMI 6521.25 -16.91 -0.26 -0.4 0.3

... Turkey ISE National 100 63501.58 -22.60 -0.04 20.2 23.8

12 U.K. FTSE 100 5891.61 19.86 0.34 8.8 11.3

16 ASIA-PACIFIC DJ Asia-Pacific 137.89 -0.27 -0.20 12.1 15.3

... Australia SPX/ASX 200 4736.58 -26.50 -0.56 -2.8 2.2

... China CBN 600 27281.89 -395.63 -1.43 -6.1 -1.2

14 Hong Kong Hang Seng 22639.08 -75.77 -0.33 3.5 8.1

20 India Sensex 19888.88 24.03 0.12 13.9 19.8

... Japan Nikkei Stock Average 10216.41 -87.42 -0.85 -3.1 0.3

... Singapore Straits Times 3132.96 -20.05 -0.64 8.1 12.4

11 South Korea Kospi 2020.28 -6.02 -0.30 20.1 22.9

17 AMERICAS DJ Americas 336.68 0.91 0.27 13.6 14.1

... Brazil Bovespa 67664.69 -316.53 -0.47 -1.3 1.4

17 Mexico IPC 37985.77 -11.57 -0.03 18.3 18.7

*P/E ratios use trailing 12-months, as-reported earnings
Note: Americas index data are as of 3:00 p.m. ET. Sources: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

Cross rates U.S.-dollar and euro foreign-exchange rates in global trading

USD GBP CHF SEK RUB NOK JPY ILS EUR DKK CDN AUD

Australia 1.0084 1.5628 1.0449 0.1470 0.0327 0.1681 0.0120 0.2795 1.3210 0.1773 0.9888 ...

Canada 1.0198 1.5805 1.0567 0.1487 0.0331 0.1700 0.0122 0.2827 1.3360 0.1793 ... 1.0113

Denmark 5.6869 8.8136 5.8929 0.8291 0.1845 0.9479 0.0680 1.5764 7.4501 ... 5.5765 5.6397

Euro 0.7633 1.1830 0.7910 0.1113 0.0248 0.1272 0.0091 0.2116 ... 0.1342 0.7485 0.7570

Israel 3.6075 5.5909 3.7381 0.5259 0.1171 0.6013 0.0431 ... 4.7260 0.6344 3.5375 3.5776

Japan 83.6850 129.6950 86.7157 12.2006 2.7153 13.9491 ... 23.1975 109.6315 14.7154 82.0602 82.9904

Norway 5.9993 9.2977 6.2166 0.8746 0.1947 ... 0.0717 1.6630 7.8594 1.0549 5.8828 5.9495

Russia 30.8195 47.7641 31.9357 4.4932 ... 5.1372 0.3683 8.5432 40.3751 5.4194 30.2211 30.5637

Sweden 6.8591 10.6302 7.1075 ... 0.2226 1.1433 0.0820 1.9013 8.9858 1.2061 6.7259 6.8022

Switzerland 0.9651 1.4956 ... 0.1407 0.0313 0.1609 0.0115 0.2675 1.2643 0.1697 0.9463 0.9570

U.K. 0.6452 ... 0.6686 0.0941 0.0209 0.1076 0.0077 0.1789 0.8453 0.1135 0.6327 0.6399

U.S. ... 1.5498 1.0362 0.1458 0.0324 0.1667 0.0119 0.2772 1.3101 0.1758 0.9806 0.9917

Source: Thomson Reuters via WSJ Market Data Group

MSCI indexes
Developed and emerging-market regional and country indexes
from MSCI Barra as of December 20, 2010

Price-to- LOCAL-CURRENCY
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE

yield ratio Morgan Stanley Index Last Daily YTD 52-wk.

2.40% 15 ALL COUNTRY (AC) WORLD* 324.26 0.11% 8.3% 10.4%

2.50 15 World (Developed Markets) 1,257.84 0.17 7.6 9.5

2.30 15 World ex-EMU 151.15 0.05 10.6 12.6

2.40 15 World ex-UK 1,257.58 0.09 8.1 9.8

3.10 15 EAFE 1,621.56 0.49 2.6 4.0

2.20 14 Emerging Markets (EM) 1,115.42 -0.32 12.7 17.0

3.30 14 EUROPE 95.63 -0.45 8.3 15.0

3.70 12 EMU 165.70 0.97 -8.2 -7.4

3.40 13 Europe ex-UK 102.63 -0.38 6.2 12.1

4.40 11 Europe Value 100.39 -0.71 1.0 6.8

2.30 17 Europe Growth 88.10 -0.21 15.7 23.2

2.20 22 Europe Small Cap 196.74 0.23 25.2 32.3

2.10 9 EM Europe 341.72 0.18 22.6 33.5

3.20 16 UK 1,736.31 -0.15 8.0 12.6

2.60 15 Nordic Countries 176.59 0.53 29.6 35.4

1.60 8 Russia 872.85 0.26 16.9 24.5

2.40 18 South Africa 812.02 -0.72 14.8 19.3

2.70 15 AC ASIA PACIFIC EX-JAPAN 465.36 -0.25 11.7 15.7

2.00 16 Japan 563.56 -0.12 -0.9 7.9

2.20 14 China 65.73 0.20 1.4 1.9

0.90 23 India 785.71 0.00 11.1 15.0

1.20 11 Korea 579.64 1.08 20.6 30.8

3.40 14 Taiwan 314.43 0.56 6.2 14.6

1.80 17 US BROAD MARKET 1,408.67 -0.17 13.9 16.9

1.20 33 US Small Cap 2,093.29 -0.36 25.3 34.9

2.30 15 EM LATIN AMERICA 4,438.38 -0.57 7.8 9.5

*Twenty-three developed and 26 emerging markets Source: MSCI Barra

Thomson Reuters is the primary data provider for several statistical tables in The Wall Street Journal, including foreign
stock quotations, futures and futures options prices, and foreign exchange tables. Reuters real-time data feeds are used
to calculate various Dow Jones Indexes.

Dow Jones Indexes
Price-to-

Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S.dollars)
yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

2.17% 16 Global TSM 2560.19 0.15% 12.2%

1.97 15 Global Dow 1479.60 0.50% 15.2% 2058.59 0.12 5.4

2.25 14 Global Titans 50 179.00 0.74 11.2 175.16 0.36 1.8

2.68 15 Europe TSM 2703.84 0.31 3.0

2.21 17 Developed Markets TSM 2475.50 0.21 11.5

2.04 12 Emerging Markets TSM 4634.00 -0.32 18.6

2.81 21 Africa 50 964.00 0.67 32.2 801.59 0.29 21.0

2.55 13 BRIC 50 506.00 0.12 20.9 632.02 -0.26 10.6

2.85 18 GCC 40 633.20 -0.31 27.2 526.51 -0.68 16.4

1.81 18 U.S. TSM 13040.41 0.39 14.8

2.90 29 Kuwait Titans 30 -c 226.55 -0.87 15.7

1.51 RusIndex Titans 10 -c 3959.30 0.10 31.4 6624.91 0.21 21.5

Price-to-
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S.dollars)

yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

1.85% 11 Turkey Titans 20 -c 647.00 -0.66% 33.0% 761.02 -0.05% 24.9%

4.52 14 Global Select Div -d 188.70 0.23 17.3 211.60 -0.15 7.4

5.55 11 Asia/Pacific Select Div -d 288.21 -0.26 12.1

4.01 14 U.S. Select Dividend -d 357.94 0.25 13.1

1.56 19 Islamic Market 2193.19 0.14 12.8

1.93 14 Islamic Market 100 1980.40 0.63 15.5 2220.27 0.25 5.7

2.96 13 Islamic Turkey -c 1708.00 -1.37 27.6 3449.28 -0.77 19.8

2.45 14 Sustainability 936.10 0.53 13.7 1035.38 0.15 4.1

3.46 20 Brookfield Infrastructure 1786.90 0.95 22.5 2231.77 0.57 12.2

0.96 22 Luxury 1353.60 0.22 56.6 1503.39 -0.16 43.4

3.24 22 UAE Select Index 241.14 -0.51 -11.0

DJ-UBS Commodity 164.40 1.16 26.6 156.40 0.78 15.9

*Fundamentals are based on data in U.S. dollar. Footnotes: a-in US dollar. b-dividends reinvested. c-in local currency. Note:All data as of 2 p.m.ET. Source: DowJones Indexes

GLOBAL MARKETS LINEUP
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Tech revival lifts up Silicon Valley
The revival of Silicon Valley is on

display at the juncture of San Jose’s
North First Street and Highway 237,
which for years was largely undevel-
oped. But this year, networking-
technology firm Brocade Communi-
cations Systems Inc. moved into a
new 525,000-square-foot corporate
campus in the area as it hired 600
new employees, boosting its head-
count to about 5,000. Retailer Tar-
get Corp. has opened a store a few
doors down, and a hotel is set to
open nearby next year.

“We grew in a tough time and
added people in a really challenging
environment,” said Mike Klayko,
Chief Executive of Brocade, which
increased revenue 7% to $2.1 billion
in its fiscal year ended in late Octo-
ber. He added that Brocade cur-
rently has another 325 open jobs in
Silicon Valley. “We’re interviewing
all the time,” he said.

Silicon Valley is inching ahead of
the rest of California, showing the
best signs of life in the state’s still-
ailing $1.9 trillion economy. Over
the past six months, the unemploy-
ment rate in the technology-heavy
Northern California region has
eased more quickly than the rest of
the state as local companies such as
Brocade and Juniper Networks Inc.
have ramped up hiring and ex-
panded operations.

Economists say Silicon Valley’s
revival is likely to have some spill-
over effects into other parts of the
state’s economy. A decade ago dur-
ing the late 1990s tech boom, Silicon
Valley’s growth fueled a construc-
tion boom around the region and
beyond as people moved to homes
in the area to commute into the Val-
ley.

It remains unlikely that the en-
tire state—which comprises many
other sectors including agricul-
ture—can ride Silicon Valley’s tech
wave to a full recovery. California’s
economic problems are too big. Ear-
lier this month, governor-elect
Jerry Brown gave a grim assess-
ment of the state’s prospects, warn-
ing the budget shortfall over 19
months could be larger than ex-
pected at $28.1 billion instead of

$25.4 billion.
Amid these issues, greater San

Jose “shows that there are portions
of the economy that are doing
well—and frankly these sectors will
eventually pull the state out of this
mess,” said Christopher Thornberg,
an economist at Beacon Economics.

Driving the area’s recovery is
continuing worldwide demand for
tech products, much of which still
originates in Silicon Valley. “There’s
an absolutely insatiable demand”
for tech products spurred by trends
such as smartphones, said Brocade’s
Mr. Klayko, adding that he doesn’t
expect demand to taper off “in our
lifetimes.”

In November, the unemployment
rate in the greater San Jose metro-
politan area—including key Silicon
Valley towns such as Sunnyvale and
Santa Clara—declined to 11% from
12.2% last December. California’s
unemployment rate remained virtu-
ally unchanged at around 12.4% over
the same period, according to the
state’s Employment Development

Department.
Private sector job growth is also

coming back, up 1.6% in the San
Jose area since a November 2009

trough, outstripping California’s
0.6% growth, according to an analy-
sis by Beacon.

Indeed, the Silicon Valley area is

already helping to spur the overall
California economy. Since late 2009,
the region has accounted for almost
12,000 of the 66,000 jobs–or about
18%—that California has added
back, according to Beacon. The San
Jose area is also one of two metro
regions in California—the other be-
ing Orange County—that has re-
cently shown sustained job growth,
said Mr. Thornberg.

Silicon Valley’s economy isn’t
back to pre-recession levels, how-
ever. The local unemployment rate
remains far higher than the 4.9% in
late 2007 and is above the national
9% unemployment rate. Some local
companies have also recently had
layoffs, with Yahoo Inc. last week
saying it would eliminate 600 jobs,
or about 4% of its workforce.

Still, “the pipeline of companies
expanding looks pretty good,” said
San Jose Mayor Chuck Reed. Jobs in
the city of San Jose grew by 7,100,
up 56%, in the January through Oc-
tober period this year versus last
year, according to the San Jose Of-
fice of Economic Development. The
number of companies in the city is
also up by 1,100 firms, or 5%, in the
September to November period
from a year earlier.

One firm that is growing is nano-
technology start-up Shocking Tech-
nologies Inc., which earlier this
month opened a new 52,000-square-
foot manufacturing facility in San
Jose. The company is preparing to
manufacture technology next year
that helps protect gadgets from
static electricity. As a result, Shock-
ing has hired 15 people this year to
grow to 40 employees and plans to
add another 25 to 30 people next
year, said CEO Lex Kosowsky.

In July, Shocking recruited Far-
had Razavi, who was finishing up a
doctorate in electrical engineering
at the University of California in Los
Angeles. While Mr. Razavi, 30 years
old, wanted to stay in Southern Cali-
fornia, he said Shocking moved
quickly and wrapped up the hiring
process in two months. “I was look-
ing for a job for a long time and in
a bad economy, things didn’t look
very hopeful,” said Mr. Razavi. But
in Silicon Valley, hiring is “much
smoother and quicker.”

BY PUI-WING TAM

Employees at Equilar, a compensation-research firm whose revenue surged this year, received iPads for Thanksgiving.
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Leading the way
Growth in private-sector employment since December 2009

Source: California Employment Development Dept. via Beacon Economics
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Dog breeders face new curbs as states tighten rules
HEAVENER, Okla.—Bernadine

Himes leans over her nursery—a row
of blue laundry baskets, lined with
heating pads—and picks up a
squirmy, week-old English bulldog.
The puppy, half-bald and no bigger
than a hamster, nuzzles into her
cupped hands.

Ms. Himes and her husband,
Terry, have been breeding dogs for
decades on their ranch here in the
wooded hills of southeast Oklahoma.
They sell at least 150 pups a year—at
an average price now of about $800
apiece—to brokers who place them in
pet shops.

It’s been a profitable trade. But
the business model may soon be ob-
solete.

Pushed by animal-rights activists,
lawmakers in more than a dozen
states have enacted restrictions on
dog breeders in the past two years.
The rules vary, but most require that
dogs have space to stretch and time
to exercise; some also regulate air
quality, temperature and even noise

levels inside kennels.
This fall, the animal-rights move-

ment scored its biggest victory yet, as
the top puppy-producing states in the
U.S., Missouri and Oklahoma, moved
to enact some of the toughest stan-
dards anywhere. Critics are pushing
to overturn the new rules in both
states, but if they do take effect next
year, all sides agree they could trans-
form the industry.

Missouri breeders would be lim-
ited to 50 fertile adult dogs; some
now have more than 200. Oklahoma
breeders would have no such limit
but would have to hire one full-time
employee for every 25 adult dogs.

Both states would criminalize
many common practices, such as im-
pregnating dogs every time they
come into heat, holding nursing
mothers in small wire cages around
the clock and keeping adult dogs
penned in outdoor kennels between
litters. Violations would be treated as
misdemeanors.

Raising puppies “should not be
done on an industrial scale,” said
Wayne Pacelle, president of The Hu-

mane Society of the United States,
which backs the rules. Breeders
“should be playing with the animals,
walking them, properly socializing
them,” he said.

Oklahoma breeder Gary Phillips,
who owns 200 dogs, from chihuahuas
to mastiffs, said the regulations
would bankrupt him. “They’re asking
for the impossible,” he said.

The nearly 5,000 breeders in the
U.S. who sell their puppies wholesale
are licensed and inspected by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. But thou-
sands more sell puppies directly to
the public with no federal oversight.
Among the unregulated: hundreds of
breeders who market puppies online,
from miniature dachshunds priced at
$280 to fluffy maltese at $1,200 to
blue-eyed great danes on sale for
$2,500.

The state laws are designed to set
standards for those breeders. They
also are meant to improve conditions
at USDA-regulated facilities.

The federal government allows
practices that animal activists find
unacceptable, such as penning pup-

pies in wire-mesh kennels for weeks.
And even minimal standards aren’t
always enforced, according to federal
auditors.

A May audit by the USDA’s Inspec-
tor General upbraided federal inspec-
tors for failing to protect dogs living
in filthy conditions.

One Oklahoma kennel with more
than 200 dogs was cited repeatedly
for violating standards, but no en-
forcement action was taken, even af-
ter an inspector found five dogs dead
and others starving in November
2007. Before the breeder’s license was
revoked, 22 more dogs died, the audit
found.

The Missouri standards were en-
acted in a November ballot measure
that passed 52% to 48%. The two
states produce half of all puppies sold
in U.S. pet stores, according to the
Humane Society.

Critics are planning challenges in
both states.

Oklahoma state Rep. Brian Rene-
gar, a veterinarian, initially supported
tougher oversight, saying he was
tired of treating sickly puppies

churned out by unethical breeders.
But he now says the rules, which dic-
tate everything from kennel humidity
to ground cover, go too far.

“It’s a dangerous precedent,” Mr.
Renegar said. “This year, it’s dogs. In
five or ten years, are they going to do
this for horses or cattle?”

Breeder Terry Himes echoes that
anger. “These dogs are doing just
fine,” he said as he strolled his out-
door kennels.

His dogs spend most of their lives
in pens that are typically no bigger
than 40 square feet, with concrete
floors and a plastic shelter in one cor-
ner. They’re not walked or let out to
exercise, though the Himeses do stop
now and then to pet a stocky head or
coo baby talk at a yipping puppy.

Bernadine Himes says she can see
how the operation might be “a shock
to the system” for anyone used to
thinking of dogs as family. But she
and her husband say they are confi-
dent their dogs are content. Other-
wise, they wouldn’t produce the
strong pups that make the kennel
profitable.

BY STEPHANIE SIMON
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Major players � benchmarks
Below, a look at the Dow Jones Stoxx 50,
the biggest and best known companies in
Europe, including the U.K.

Credit derivatives
Spreads on credit derivatives are one way the market rates
creditworthiness. Regions that are treading in rough waters can see
spreads swing toward the maximum—and vice versa. Indexes below
are for five-year swaps.

Markit iTraxx Indexes SPREAD RANGE, in pct. pts.
Mid-spread, since most recent roll

Index: series/version in pct. pts. Mid-price Coupon Maximum Minimum Average

Europe: 14/1 1.06 99.72% 0.01% 1.20 0.95 1.05

Eur. High Volatility: 14/1 1.55 97.50 0.01 1.84 1.45 1.60

Europe Crossover: 14/1 4.49 102.03 0.05 5.37 4.24 4.72

Asia ex-Japan IG: 14/1 1.05 99.78 0.01 1.25 0.93 1.08

Japan: 14/1 1.01 99.93 0.01 1.10 0.90 1.00

Note: Data as of December 17

Spreads
Spreads on five-
year swaps for
corporate debt;
based on Markit
iTraxx indexes.

In percentage points
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Tracking
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Dow Jones Industrial Average P/E: 15
LAST: 11497.05 s 5.14, or 0.04%

YEAR TO DATE: s 1,069.00, or 10.3%

OVER 52 WEEKS s 1,082.91, or 10.4%

Note: Price-to-earnings ratios are for trailing 12 months
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Stoxx Europe 50: Monday's best and worst...

Previous
close, in STOCK PERFORMANCE

Company Country Industry Volume local currency Previous session YTD 52-week

UniCredit Italy Banks 306,751,769 1.60 2.56% -28.3% -26.7%

GDF Suez France Multiutilities 3,406,847 27.77 2.15 -8.3 -5.4

Siemens Germany Diversified Industrials 2,562,085 94.26 2.04 46.8 48.6

L.M. Ericsson Telephone Series B Sweden Communications Technology 15,271,376 78.65 1.81 19.3 19.0

Intesa Sanpaolo Italy Banks 96,074,297 2.12 1.68 -32.9 -30.5

Hennes & Mauritz AB Series B Sweden Apparel Retailers 5,445,872 227.40 -1.94% 14.4 14.3

Deutsche Bank Germany Banks 5,908,081 39.42 -0.95 -12.6 -14.9

SAP AG Germany Software 3,070,636 37.70 -0.79 14.2 14.6

Tesco U.K. Food Retailers & Wholesalers 6,790,446 430.10 -0.76 0.5 3.3

ING Groep Netherlands Life Insurance 12,027,560 7.33 -0.57 6.2 7.8

...And the rest of Europe's blue chips
Latest,
in local STOCK PERFORMANCE

Company/Country (Industry) Volume currency Latest YTD 52-week

Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria 34,435,911 7.71 1.59% -37.0% -36.1%
Spain (Banks)
Diageo 2,930,677 1,196 1.36 10.3 12.5
U.K. (Distillers & Vintners)
AXA 9,148,835 12.78 1.07 -22.7 -21.4
France (Full Line Insurance)
Standard Chartered PLC 2,568,471 1,753 1.07 15.5 17.9
U.K. (Banks)
Banco Santander 50,743,425 8.05 0.94 -30.3 -29.4
Spain (Banks)
ENI 8,637,700 16.39 0.80 -7.9 -6.1
Italy (Integrated Oil & Gas)
E.ON AG 6,133,121 22.54 0.63 -22.9 -20.9
Germany (Multiutilities)
Allianz SE 1,780,078 90.40 0.56 3.7 4.8
Germany (Full Line Insurance)
BG Group 3,493,560 1,332 0.53 18.7 20.5
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Telefonica 22,180,699 17.15 0.50 -12.2 -12.1
Spain (Fixed Line Telecommunications)
Sanofi-Aventis 2,725,445 48.90 0.49 -11.2 -10.8
France (Pharmaceuticals)
Barclays 22,831,969 261.00 0.48 -5.4 -4.4
U.K. (Banks)
BHP Billiton 2,476,366 2,512 0.48 25.9 31.6
U.K. (General Mining)
Total S.A. 4,531,202 39.96 0.47 -11.2 -8.9
France (Integrated Oil & Gas)
BP PLC 27,599,866 469.10 0.42 -21.8 -20.6
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Nokia 9,674,068 7.56 0.40 -15.3 -12.8
Finland (Telecommunications Equipment)
Daimler AG 2,566,556 53.88 0.37 44.7 45.6
Germany (Automobiles)
Zurich Financial Services AG 587,005 243.20 0.37 7.4 10.7
Switzerland (Full Line Insurance)
BASF SE 2,097,282 61.05 0.36 40.5 40.3
Germany (Commodity Chemicals)
ABB Ltd. 6,055,899 20.99 0.33 8.1 11.7
Switzerland (Industrial Machinery)

Latest,
in local STOCK PERFORMANCE

Company/Country (Industry) Volume currency Latest YTD 52-week

British American Tobacco 1,783,773 2,463 0.33% 22.1% 26.3%
U.K. (Tobacco)
Royal Dutch Shell A 4,461,821 24.46 0.31 15.9 18.4
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Societe Generale 2,659,973 41.40 0.27 -15.4 -13.0
France (Banks)
Anheuser-Busch InBev N.V. 2,376,449 43.40 0.24 19.2 22.6
Belgium (Beverages)
HSBC Holdings 12,887,466 656.80 0.20 -7.3 -6.5
U.K. (Banks)
France Telecom 7,281,449 15.94 0.13 -8.6 -8.0
France (Fixed Line Telecommunications)
Vodafone Group 77,394,197 170.25 0.12 18.5 20.2
U.K. (Mobile Telecommunications)
BNP Paribas 2,785,678 49.77 0.11 -11.0 -10.9
France (Banks)
Rio Tinto 2,180,556 4,422 0.09 30.4 38.1
U.K. (General Mining)
Credit Suisse Group 4,727,032 37.65 ... -26.5 -26.5
Switzerland (Banks)
Deutsche Telekom 15,397,635 9.67 -0.04 -6.0 -6.0
Germany (Mobile Telecommunications)
Astrazeneca 4,170,217 2,938 -0.12 0.9 3.5
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)
Bayer AG 2,236,785 56.38 -0.12 0.8 1.2
Germany (Specialty Chemicals)
Roche Holding 1,691,290 138.30 -0.14 -21.3 -21.2
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
Unilever 4,525,229 23.64 -0.15 3.9 4.8
Netherlands (Food Products)
GlaxoSmithKline 3,729,119 1,263 -0.20 -4.3 -2.9
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)
Anglo American 2,318,124 3,142 -0.27 15.9 18.5
U.K. (General Mining)
UBS 6,459,132 15.41 -0.52 -4.0 -3.5
Switzerland (Banks)
Novartis 3,919,788 56.45 -0.53 -0.1 0.4
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
Nestle S.A. 5,512,772 55.65 -0.54 10.9 10.5
Switzerland (Food Products)

Sources: Thomson Reuters

DJIA component stocks
Volume, CHANGE

Stock Symbol in millions Latest Points Percentage

AT&T T 15.2 $29.16 –0.05 –0.17%
Alcoa AA 15.1 14.71 0.15 1.03
AmExpress AXP 26.3 42.20 –1.81 –4.11
BankAm BAC 87.3 12.65 0.08 0.64
Boeing BA 7.4 63.18 –1.85 –2.84
Caterpillar CAT 2.4 93.27 0.68 0.73
Chevron CVX 5.3 89.41 0.92 1.03
CiscoSys CSCO 35.6 19.70 0.14 0.74
CocaCola KO 6.1 65.39 –0.31 –0.47
Disney DIS 3.5 37.23 0.18 0.49
DuPont DD 3.3 49.78 –0.08 –0.16
ExxonMobil XOM 10.1 72.39 0.22 0.30
GenElec GE 26.1 17.76 0.06 0.36
HewlettPk HPQ 9.8 42.01 0.05 0.12
HomeDpt HD 6.7 35.40 0.30 0.85
Intel INTC 24.1 21.28 –0.18 –0.84
IBM IBM 2.8 144.92 –0.08 –0.06
JPMorgChas JPM 16.9 40.08 0.41 1.03
JohnsJohns JNJ 5.2 62.49 –0.05 –0.08
KftFoods KFT 6.4 31.78 –0.15 –0.47
McDonalds MCD 3.1 76.90 0.09 0.12
Merck MRK 6.8 36.51 0.03 0.08
Microsoft MSFT 29.5 27.92 0.02 0.06
Pfizer PFE 25.8 17.19 0.16 0.94
ProctGamb PG 7.6 65.23 0.42 0.65
3M MMM 2.4 87.33 0.96 1.11
TravelersCos TRV 1.9 55.45 0.27 0.49
UnitedTech UTX 1.8 79.00 0.20 0.25
Verizon VZ 9.5 34.77 0.13 0.36

WalMart WMT 9.3 53.75 –0.66 –1.21

Source: WSJ Market Data Group

Credit-default swaps: European companies
At its most basic, the pricing of credit-default swaps measures how much a buyer has to pay to purchase-and
how much a seller demands to sell-protection from default on an issuer's debt. The snapshot below gives a
sense which way the market was moving yesterday.

Showing the biggest improvement...
CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

Intelsat 339 –9 –188 –236

ArcelorMittal 229 –2 –23 –18

Vattenfall 67 –1 –2 4

Stora Enso 219 –1 –12 –48

Deutsche Post 70 –1 –1 3

Holcim 135 –1 –5 –12

BOUYGUES 78 ... –3 –1

ACCOR 114 ... –9 –19

PPR 132 ... –3 –1

Compass Gp 51 ... –2 –2

And the most deterioration
CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

Rep Portugal 469 11 –10 48

Royal Bk Scotland 202 11 4 32

Bco SANTANDER 243 13 13 48

Bk OF SCOTLAND 178 15 5 25

Rep Irlnd 581 15 13 74

Bco Bilbao Vizcaya
Argentaria 258 16 13 49

Bco Espirito Santo 832 19 –16 205

Lloyds TSB Bk 194 19 8 28

Hellenic 989 21 38 2

Bco Comercial Portugues 833 22 –10 205

Source: Markit Group

BLUE CHIPS � BONDS

WSJ.com
Follow the markets throughout the day, with updated stock
quotes, news and commentary at WSJ.com.

Also, receive emails that summarize the day’s trading in Eu-
rope and Asia. To sign up, go to WSJ.com/Email.

Europe: Bank revenues from equity capital markets

Behind every IPO,
follow-on or
convertible equity
offering is one or
more investment
banks. At right,
investment banks
historical and year-
to-date revenues
from global equity-
capital-market
(ECM) deals

Source: Dealogic
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North Korea holds fire against South
SEOUL—North Korea stood pat

as South Korea conducted an artil-
lery drill Monday and said it wasn’t
going to strike back, significantly
easing concerns of armed conflict
and suggesting Pyongyang may
again be using provocations to seek
economic inducements.

South Korea’s military went on
high alert during the 94-minute drill
on Yeonpyeong, a South Korean is-
land in disputed waters that was the
target of a North Korean artillery
attack last month that killed four.
Fighter jets patrolled the air and de-
stroyers sailed in nearby waters
ready to counter another attack.

But instead of carrying out its
threats of new attacks, North Korea
in a statement heaped more criti-
cism on the South but said it “did
not feel any need to retaliate.”

South Korea’s military continued
to be on guard for further attacks,
but for decades Pyongyang’s power
has been tied to its ability and will-
ingness to surprise Seoul. Analysts
say it is more likely to stage another
provocation when the South’s guard

goes down in the months ahead.
For now, the episode appeared to

take its place in a long series of
provocations South Koreans have
gotten used to. President Lee
Myung-bak, who had been criticized
for responding weakly to the Nov.
23 attack, could get a political boost
from going ahead with the drill in
the face of Pyongyang’s threats.

U.S. military officials said the
U.S. was still closely watching the
situation. “The situation is still
more tense than in a long time. I ha-
ven’t seen that tension ease,” said a
military official.

Earlier in the day the North
made another conciliatory ges-
ture—announced by New Mexico
Gov. Bill Richardson, making an un-
official visit—to let the international
nuclear inspectors it kicked out last
year come back to the country.

North Korea’s lack of actions fol-
low a flurry of diplomatic activity
over the weekend, with the U.S. and
its allies backing the test even as
China and Russia pressured South
Korea to hold off. Beijing remains
reluctant to criticize Pyongyang in
public, but Chinese officials have

shown signs of increasing frustra-
tion with its recent belligerence.

Chinese officials have been work-
ing hard over the past few days to
at least appear to be mediating in
the crisis. Cui Tiankai, a vice foreign
minister, called for restraint from all
sides Monday. “No one has the right
to cause bloodshed of the people on
the peninsula,” Mr. Cui said.

For longtime North Korea watch-
ers, Pyongyang’s statement and of-
fer to Mr. Richardson showed that it
continues to operate in a familiar
pattern: heating things up with
provocations that draw attention,
and then cooling them down with
peace-making gestures in hopes of
winning favors.

“It is highly likely North Korea
will try to use the tense situation
that they have made to try to get
economic and diplomatic opportuni-
ties,” said Park Young-ho, an analyst
at the Korea Institute of National
Unification, a government-affiliated
think tank in Seoul.

North Korea claims that waters
around the island, into which South
Korea has test-fired artillery since
the mid-1970s, belong to it and that

any South Korean military test
amounts to an attack on its terri-
tory. South Korean officials insisted
on continuing the drill on the island
to ensure that North Korea’s attack
wouldn’t create a de facto change of
its maritime border.

Pyongyang had warned of a
“deadlier” attack than the one on
Nov. 23 if Seoul proceeded with an-
other artillery drill on the island.

North Korea’s statements caused
more alarm in other countries than
in South Korea, where the North’s
rhetoric is part of the daily noise.
Analysts in Seoul noted that Pyong-
yang’s threats were issued by lower-
level sources than the agencies affil-
iated with its dictator Kim Jong Il.
As well, military officials said they
saw no unusual preparations by the
North over the weekend.

As a result, no special precau-
tions were ordered on South Korea’s
mainland or in Seoul, just 30 miles
from the border, and business pro-
ceeded as usual Monday.

For South Korean officials, there
was little question of staging an-
other drill, which involved multiple
types of cannons firing into the wa-

ters southwest of the island and
away from North Korean soil.

“It is a regular, fair and defen-
sive exercise that has been happen-
ing for a long time,” Kim Young-sun,
a spokesman for South Korea’s For-
eign Ministry, said Monday. “We
think that it is a matter of defend-
ing our sovereignty.”

Mr. Richardson told a CNN crew
that traveled with him that North
Korea offered to International
Atomic Energy Agency inspectors
return to check activities at its nu-
clear-power plant in the town of
Yongbyon. He also said North Korea
would consider steps he suggested
to improve communications with
South Korea, such as restarting a
hotline they cut off this year.

Analysts note a uranium pro-
gram Pyongyang revealed last
month is likely housed in multiple
locations and easily hidden, making
the inspections process less reliable
as a means of holding North Korea
to disarmament agreements.

—Jeremy Page in Beijing,
Jaeyeon Woo in Seoul and Joe

Lauria at the United Nations
contributed to this article.

BY EVAN RAMSTAD

Jan. 8
North Korea
stages events
in honor of the
birthday of Kim
Jong Eun, son
and presumed
heir of dictator
Kim Jong Il.

Jan. 27 - 28
North Korea
fires hundreds
of rounds of
artillery during
drills in the
Yellow Sea
near the inter-
Korean
maritime
border.

March 26
South Korean
patrol ship
Cheonan sinks
near Baekryeong
Island, the
westernmost
South Korea
island in the
Yellow Sea,
killing 46 sailors.

May 3 - 7
Kim Jong Il
visits Dalian,
China, and
Beijing.

May 20
South Korea
blames North
Korea for
sinking the
Cheonan, citing
torpedo parts
recovered at
the site of the
sinking.

Aug. 26-30
Kim Jong Il
visits Jilin
province in
China.

Sept. 13
South Korea
offers flood aid
to North Korea.

Sept. 27
Kim Jong Eun
is named a
four-star
general, public
confirmation
that he will
succeed Kim
Jong Il.

Oct. 29
North Korean
soldiers fire
two gunshots
at a South
Korean guard
post in the
demilitarized
zone.

Nov. 23
North Korea
shells a South
Korean marine
outpost and
village on
Yeonpyeong
Island. Two
South Korean
marines and
two civilians
are killed.

Dec. 20
South Korea
tests artillery
fromYeonpyeong
Island, defying
North Korean
threats of
another attack.

A year of living provocatively

Surviving sailors of the sunken navy ship Cheonan
during the funeral ceremony

Kim Jong Eun at the 65th anniversary of the founding of
the Workers’ Party of Korea

South Korean villagers watch smoke rising from
Yeonpyeong island near the border.

Sources: WSJ reporting; European Pressphoto Agency, Associated Press (2)

Maliki presents cabinet lineup to Iraq Parliament

BAGHDAD—Iraqi Prime Minister
Nouri al-Maliki, who won a second
term as premier last month as part
of a U.S.-backed power-sharing deal,
presented his cabinet lineup to Par-
liament Monday, the latest step to-
ward ending a nearly 10-month po-
litical vacuum here.

“I am very happy,” Mr. Maliki
told reporters during a brief news
conference with Osama al-Nujaifi,
the parliamentary speaker. “We are
in an accelerating effort that per-
mits no turning back.”

Mr. Nujaifi said Parliament will
convene Tuesday to review and vote
on Mr. Maliki’s cabinet, which in ad-

dition to the premiership will in-
clude 41 portfolios, the most in
Iraq’s history.

Underscoring the rifts that con-
tinue to plague Iraq’s sectarian and
ethnic political factions, several
posts—including the crucial defense
and interior portfolios—will be filled
by interim ministers amid lingering
disagreements over who should get
them, according to Mr. Maliki.

Mr. Maliki refused to release the
names of his nominees when
pressed by reporters, saying they
would be posted Tuesday on the
government’s official website. But
Mr. Maliki’s supporters started leak-
ing out names shortly after he made
his statements to the media.

Abdul Kareem Luaiby, a current

senior oil official, is expected to be
nominated to lead the powerful Min-
istry of Oil, according to several se-
nior parliamentarians close to Mr.
Maliki. Mr. Luaiby would succeed
Hussein al-Shahristani, who is
widely expected to be nominated for
a new, more powerful role, as deputy
prime minister for energy, they said.

Mr. Luaiby, 51 years old and a pe-
troleum engineer, was appointed
deputy oil minister for extraction in
2008. Mr. Luaiby helped Mr. Shah-
ristani execute about a dozen recent
deals with international companies
aimed at revamping Iraq’s oil indus-
try.

Hoshyar Zebari, a member of the
Kurdish bloc, was renominated as
foreign minister, Rafie al-Issawi,

who currently is one of two deputy
premiers, has been nominated to be-
come finance minister.

The U.S.-allied Kurds, who played
a major role in the deal bringing Mr.
Maliki together with his rival for the
premiership, Ayad Allawi, in a unity
government, received a total of
seven portfolios, plus a written
pledge from Mr. Maliki that he
would fulfill most of their demands
on contentious issues between their
semiautonomous northern region
and the central government in Bagh-
dad, according to politicians in-
volved in the process. These include
the sharing of oil revenues, funding
for the region’s military force and
the resolution of a longstanding ter-
ritorial dispute.

Mr. Allawi’s bloc—the top vote-
getter in March election—received 11
ministries plus the post of deputy
premier. Mr. Allawi, who despite his
electoral success failed to cobble to-
gether a governing coalition, has
also been offered the chairmanship
of a new, top policy body, as part of
the power-sharing accord.

The movement of anti-American
cleric Moqtada al-Sadr, which per-
formed well in the March polls and
helped tip the balance in Mr. Maliki’s
favor, was still pushing hard Monday
for more concessions, according to
several parliamentarians. Mr. Sadr’s
movement, which could ultimately
get eight, mostly services-oriented
ministries, also wants one deputy
prime minister post, they said.

BY SAM DAGHER
AND HASSAN HAFIDH
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For information about listing your funds, please contact: Justin Jones tel: +44 0203 426 1167; email: justin.jones@dowjones.com

Andfs. Borsa Global GL EQ AND 12/17 EUR 6.59 1.3 3.6 6.9
Andfs. Emergents GL EQ AND 12/17 USD 18.13 4.5 7.0 31.9
Andfs. Espanya EU EQ AND 12/17 EUR 11.49 -17.4 -15.4 3.2
Andfs. Estats Units US EQ AND 12/17 USD 15.71 4.6 6.3 12.8
Andfs. Europa EU EQ AND 12/17 EUR 7.34 -6.4 -4.1 6.5
Andfs. Franca EU EQ AND 12/17 EUR 9.53 -2.2 0.5 6.9
Andfs. Japo JP EQ AND 12/17 JPY 498.18 -2.5 0.4 7.7
Andfs. Plus Dollars US BA AND 10/22 USD 9.66 2.3 3.0 6.2
Andfs. RF Dolars US BD AND 12/17 USD 11.78 3.0 3.0 7.6
Andfs. RF Euros EU BD AND 12/17 EUR 10.88 0.5 0.2 10.6
Andorfons EU BD AND 12/17 EUR 14.34 -1.1 -1.3 9.7
Andorfons Alternative Premium GL EQ AND 10/31 EUR 98.56 -0.4 0.9 0.4
Andorfons Mix 30 EU BA AND 12/17 EUR 9.80 2.5 3.4 10.0
Andorfons Mix 60 EU BA AND 12/17 EUR 9.43 1.7 3.2 8.0

n CHARTERED ASSET MANAGEMENT PTE LTD - TEL NO: 65-6835-8866
Fax No: 65-6835 8865, Website: www.cam.com.sg, Email: cam@cam.com.sg
CAM-GTF Limited OT OT MUS 12/10 USD 415374.41 51.3 60.5 84.2

n DJE INVESTMENT S.A.
internet: www.dje.lu email: info@dje.lu phone:+00 352 269 2522 0 fax:+00 352 269 25252
DJE Real Estate P OT OT LUX 12/20 EUR 8.96 1.2 1.4 -2.0
DJE-Absolut P GL EQ LUX 12/20 EUR 229.15 11.9 14.5 15.0
DJE-Alpha Glbl P OT OT LUX 12/20 EUR 191.88 7.7 9.7 12.0
DJE-Div& Substanz P EU EQ LUX 12/20 EUR 244.57 13.7 15.9 19.4
DJE-Gold&Resourc P OT EQ LUX 12/20 EUR 235.97 38.5 42.7 38.1
DJE-Renten Glbl P EU BD LUX 12/20 EUR 136.98 4.9 4.8 7.3
LuxPro-Dragon I AS EQ LUX 07/20 EUR 144.57 -8.5 5.0 7.6
LuxPro-Dragon P AS EQ LUX 07/20 EUR 140.29 -8.8 4.4 7.0
LuxTopic-Aktien Europa EU EQ LUX 12/20 EUR 18.01 1.7 3.6 11.3
LuxTopic-Pacific OT OT LUX 12/20 EUR 21.21 29.5 30.7 55.7

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
Sel Emerg Mkt Debt GL BD GGY 12/31 USD 350.10 42.6 54.7 6.4
Sel Emerg Mkt Equity GL EQ GGY 12/31 USD 207.66 63.0 73.6 -11.3
Sel Euro Equity EUR OT OT GGY 12/31 EUR 96.29 32.6 27.0 -17.7
Sel European Equity EU EQ GGY 12/31 USD 181.94 42.7 49.9 -16.8
Sel Glob Equity GL EQ GGY 12/31 USD 189.25 35.2 42.1 -15.7
Sel Glob Fxd Inc GL BD GGY 12/31 USD 143.46 11.4 15.8 -1.4
Sel Pacific Equity AS EQ GGY 12/31 USD 143.75 68.5 80.5 -7.1
Sel US Equity US EQ GGY 12/31 USD 123.56 24.0 30.0 -14.2
Sel US Sm Cap Eq US EQ GGY 12/31 USD 168.82 30.1 42.6 -14.8

n HSBC Trinkaus Investment Managers SA
E-Mail: funds@hsbctrinkaus.lu
Telephone: 352 - 47 18471
Prosperity Return Fund A JP BD LUX 12/20 JPY 9894.41 0.1 0.5 NS
Prosperity Return Fund B OT OT LUX 12/20 JPY 8778.12 -10.9 -10.9 NS
Prosperity Return Fund C OT OT LUX 12/20 USD 94.11 -2.1 -4.5 NS
Prosperity Return Fund D OT OT LUX 12/20 EUR 111.94 15.1 13.5 NS
Renaissance Hgh Grade Bd A JP BD LUX 12/20 JPY 10121.17 2.5 2.5 NS
Renaissance Hgh Grade Bd B OT OT LUX 12/20 JPY 8947.94 -9.0 -9.4 NS
Renaissance Hgh Grade Bd C OT OT LUX 12/20 USD 95.33 0.0 -3.3 NS
Renaissance Hgh Grade Bd D OT OT LUX 12/20 EUR 105.97 9.1 7.4 NS

n MP ASSET MANAGEMENT INC.
Tel: + 386 1 587 47 77
MP-BALKAN.SI EU EQ SVN 12/17 EUR 19.62 -19.3 -18.4 -12.9
MP-TURKEY.SI OT OT SVN 12/17 EUR 45.27 30.4 38.3 55.1

n PAREX ASSET MANAGEMENT IPAS

Republikas square 2a, Riga, LV-1522, Latvia
www.parexgroup.com Tel: +371 67010810
Parex Eastern Europ Bal OT OT LVA 12/17 EUR 15.72 17.6 17.4 34.3
Parex Eastern Europ Bd EU BD LVA 12/17 USD 17.25 17.8 17.9 38.9
Parex Russian Eq EE EQ LVA 12/17 USD 26.15 34.0 32.9 68.0

n PICTET & CIE, ROUTE DES ACACIAS 60, CH-1211 GENEVA 73
Tel: + 41 (58) 323 3000 Web: www.pictetfunds.com
Pictet-Agriculture-P EUR GL EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 149.72 22.3 25.0 NS
Pictet-Asian Eq ExJpn-I USD OT OT LUX 12/20 USD 191.78 10.1 13.9 30.4
Pictet-Asian Eq ExJpn-P USD OT OT LUX 12/20 USD 181.04 9.3 13.0 29.3
Pictet-Biotech-P USD OT EQ LUX 12/17 USD 305.07 3.7 5.8 3.7
Pictet-CHF Liquidity-P CH MM LUX 12/17 CHF 124.14 0.0 0.0 0.1
Pictet-CHF Liquidity-P dy CH MM LUX 12/17 CHF 93.02 0.0 0.0 0.1
Pictet-Conv. Bonds-P EUR OT OT LUX 12/17 EUR 105.01 NS NS NS
Pictet-Digital Comm-P USD OT EQ LUX 12/17 USD 140.00 19.8 23.1 30.7
Pictet-Eastern Europe-P EUR EU EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 399.82 27.2 28.8 67.2
Pictet-Emerging Markets-P USD GL EQ LUX 12/20 USD 596.58 12.0 14.7 37.4
Pictet-Eu Equities Sel-P EUR EU EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 455.12 11.9 13.2 21.8
Pictet-EUR Bonds-P EU BD LUX 12/17 EUR 396.92 3.2 2.6 3.1
Pictet-EUR Bonds-Pdy EU BD LUX 12/17 EUR 281.77 3.2 2.6 3.1
Pictet-EUR Corporate Bonds-P EU BD LUX 12/17 EUR 152.21 2.9 2.6 11.0
Pictet-EUR Corporate Bonds-Pdy EU BD LUX 12/17 EUR 99.27 2.9 2.6 11.0
Pictet-EUR High Yield-P EU BD LUX 12/17 EUR 170.19 16.3 17.5 39.1
Pictet-EUR High Yield-Pdy EU BD LUX 12/17 EUR 88.18 16.3 17.5 39.0
Pictet-EUR Liquidity-P EU MM LUX 12/17 EUR 136.36 0.3 0.3 0.7
Pictet-EUR Liquidity-Pdy EU MM LUX 12/17 EUR 96.35 0.3 0.3 0.7
Pictet-EUR Sovereign Liq-P EU MM LUX 12/17 EUR 102.51 0.1 0.1 0.4
Pictet-EUR Sovereign Liq-Pdy EU MM LUX 12/17 EUR 99.99 0.1 0.1 0.4
Pictet-Europe Index-P EUR EU EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 112.81 12.2 13.5 21.1
Pictet-European Sust Eq-P EUR EU EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 147.86 11.6 13.0 20.2
Pictet-Glo Emerging Debt-P USD GL BD LUX 12/17 USD 262.04 7.5 7.3 21.7
Pictet-Glo Emerging Debt-Pdy USD GL BD LUX 12/17 USD 161.95 7.5 7.3 21.7
Pictet-Greater China-P USD AS EQ LUX 12/20 USD 390.28 12.1 16.8 32.8
Pictet-Indian Equities-P USD EA EQ LUX 12/20 USD 411.39 14.2 17.9 43.4
Pictet-Japan Index-P JPY JP EQ LUX 12/20 JPY 8888.97 0.6 2.2 6.0
Pictet-Japanese Eq 130/30-P JPY JP EQ LUX 12/20 JPY 4530.68 3.1 5.1 9.1
Pictet-Japanese Eq Sel-I JPY JP EQ LUX 12/20 JPY 7866.56 1.9 3.5 5.1
Pictet-Japanese Eq Sel-P JPY JP EQ LUX 12/20 JPY 7582.72 1.3 2.8 4.4
Pictet-MENA-P USD OT OT LUX 12/19 USD 53.30 18.4 17.1 NS
Pictet-Pac (ExJpn) Idx-P USD AS EQ LUX 12/20 USD 307.46 13.0 18.6 40.9
Pictet-Piclife-P CHF OT OT LUX 12/17 CHF 793.68 0.3 0.0 6.1
Pictet-Premium Brands-P EUR OT EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 94.62 44.2 46.1 46.1
Pictet-Russian Equities-P USD EE EQ LUX 12/17 USD 79.74 23.1 22.6 77.1
Pictet-Security-P USD GL EQ LUX 12/17 USD 126.39 27.1 29.4 34.7
Pictet-Small Cap Europe-P EUR EU EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 590.38 29.6 31.7 35.5
Pictet-Timber-P USD GL EQ LUX 12/17 USD 115.79 8.7 10.9 29.3
Pictet-USA Index-P USD US EQ LUX 12/17 USD 102.08 12.5 13.2 18.0
Pictet-USD Government Bonds-P US BD LUX 12/17 USD 534.21 4.5 3.4 0.3
Pictet-USD Government Bonds-Pdy US BD LUX 12/17 USD 370.42 4.5 3.4 0.3
Pictet-USD Liquidity-P US MM LUX 12/17 USD 131.24 0.2 0.2 0.4
Pictet-USD Liquidity-Pdy US MM LUX 12/17 USD 84.70 0.2 0.2 0.4
Pictet-USD Sovereign Liq-P US MM LUX 12/17 USD 101.65 0.1 0.1 0.2
Pictet-USD Sovereign Liq-Pdy US MM LUX 12/17 USD 100.15 0.1 0.1 0.2
Pictet-Water-P EUR GL EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 151.35 21.4 22.2 21.1
Pictet-World Gvt Bonds-P USD OT OT LUX 12/17 USD 169.58 2.5 0.1 2.3
Pictet-World Gvt Bonds-Pdy USD OT OT LUX 12/17 USD 133.89 2.5 0.1 2.3

n POLAR CAPITAL PARTNERS LIMITED
International Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited PH - 353 1 670 660 Fax - 353 1 670 1185
Global Technology OT EQ IRL 12/17 USD 17.69 31.5 37.5 49.7
Japan Fund USD JP EQ IRL 12/20 USD 18.24 14.8 13.4 11.8
Polar Healthcare Class I USD OT EQ IRL 12/17 USD 13.40 3.6 4.9 NS

Polar Healthcare Class R USD OT EQ IRL 12/17 USD 13.31 3.1 4.2 NS

n Hemisphere Management (Ireland) Limited
Discovery USD A OT OT CYM 11/30 USD 104.76 10.8 12.5 12.2
Elbrus USD A GL EQ CYM 11/30 USD 12.12 35.9 -24.7 -17.9
Europn Conviction USD B EU EQ CYM 11/30 USD 135.71 -1.2 0.6 4.8
Europn Forager USD B EU EQ CYM 11/30 USD 241.06 7.7 8.9 16.8
Latin America USD A GL EQ CYM 04/30 USD 14.21 2.2 -4.7 14.7
Paragon Limited USD A EU EQ CYM 11/28 USD 324.09 12.7 12.7 14.2
UK Fund USD A OT OT CYM 11/30 USD 182.87 -0.6 -1.5 5.1

n PT CIPTADANA ASSET MANAGEMENT
Tel: +6221 25574 883 Fax: +6221 25574 893 Website: www.ciptadana-asset.com
Indonesian Grth Fund GL EQ BMU 12/15 USD 179.43 40.9 41.3 74.1

n RUSSELL INVESTMENT GROUP
Multi-Style, Multi-Manager Funds www.russell.com
ACTION FRANCE A EU EQ IRL 12/17 EUR 728.20 2.9 5.6 13.8
CORE EUROZONE EQ B EU EQ IRL 12/17 EUR 857.87 3.1 5.5 14.4
EURO FIXED INCOME A OT OT IRL 12/17 EUR 1301.12 4.5 3.9 7.3
EURO FIXED INCOME B OT OT IRL 12/17 EUR 1397.34 5.1 4.6 7.9
EUROPEAN SMALL CAP A EU EQ IRL 12/17 EUR 1551.88 29.2 32.1 35.7
EUROPEAN SMALL CAP B EU EQ IRL 12/17 EUR 1672.12 30.0 32.9 36.5
EUROZONE AGG A EUR EU EQ IRL 12/17 EUR 748.93 14.2 16.0 23.3
EUROZONE AGG B EUR EU EQ IRL 12/17 EUR 1082.51 14.8 16.7 24.0
GLB REAL EST SEC A OT EQ IRL 12/17 USD 1003.75 11.9 14.6 22.4
GLB REAL EST SEC B OT EQ IRL 12/17 USD 1040.83 12.6 15.3 23.2
GLB REAL EST SEC EH A OT EQ IRL 12/17 EUR 879.22 9.3 11.9 19.0
GLB REAL EST SEC SH B OT EQ IRL 12/17 GBP 83.38 10.1 12.8 19.3
GLB STRAT YIELD A OT OT IRL 12/17 EUR 1809.38 12.6 13.1 29.2
GLB STRAT YIELD B OT OT IRL 12/17 EUR 1947.32 13.2 13.7 29.9
GLOBAL BOND A OT OT IRL 12/17 EUR 1278.97 15.7 14.8 15.7
GLOBAL BOND B OT OT IRL 12/17 EUR 1369.98 16.4 15.5 16.4
GLOBAL BOND EH A EU BD IRL 12/17 EUR 1481.49 7.7 7.4 12.0
GLOBAL BOND EH B EU BD IRL 12/17 EUR 1581.61 8.4 8.1 12.7
JAPAN EQUITY A JP EQ IRL 12/17 JPY 11434.92 -1.7 0.1 6.7
JAPAN EQUITY B JP EQ IRL 12/17 JPY 12258.46 -1.2 0.8 7.3
PAC BASIN (X JPN) A AS EQ IRL 12/17 USD 2583.73 13.0 17.8 41.0
PAC BASIN (X JPN) B AS EQ IRL 12/17 USD 2773.40 13.7 18.5 41.9
PAN EUROPEAN EQUITY A EU EQ IRL 12/17 EUR 1086.20 12.8 15.5 23.6
PAN EUROPEAN EQUITY B EU EQ IRL 12/17 EUR 1164.60 13.5 16.2 24.4
US EQUITY A US EQ IRL 12/17 USD 970.79 11.3 13.5 20.4
US EQUITY B US EQ IRL 12/17 USD 1045.41 11.9 14.2 21.1
US SMALL CAP EQUITY A US EQ IRL 12/17 USD 1587.23 23.2 26.4 26.8
US SMALL CAP EQUITY B US EQ IRL 12/17 USD 1710.31 23.9 27.2 27.6

n SG ASSET MANAGEMENT HTTP://WWW.SGAM.COM
A company of Amundi Group
Bonds ConvEurope A EU BD LUX 12/16 EUR 32.02 8.0 9.2 6.7
Bonds Eur Corp A EU BD LUX 12/17 EUR 23.37 1.0 0.7 6.9
Bonds Eur Hi Yld A EU BD LUX 12/17 EUR 22.75 10.4 11.0 32.2
Bonds EURO A EU BD LUX 12/17 EUR 41.28 0.5 -0.3 2.9
Bonds Europe A EU BD LUX 12/17 EUR 39.94 2.1 1.6 3.3
Bonds US MtgBkSec A US BD LUX 04/29 USD 24.41 -4.7 11.9 0.0
Bonds World A OT OT LUX 12/17 USD 42.80 1.5 -0.8 4.0
Eq. AsiaPac Dual Strategies A AS EQ LUX 12/17 USD 11.50 10.3 14.3 33.2
Eq. China A AS EQ LUX 12/17 USD 24.15 0.1 2.7 24.6
Eq. Concentrated Euroland A EU EQ LUX 09/30 EUR 86.45 -7.0 -5.2 -3.5
Eq. ConcentratedEuropeA EU EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 29.98 11.3 12.9 20.4
Eq. Emerging Europe A EU EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 29.96 26.7 30.7 43.5
Eq. Equities Global Energy OT EQ LUX 12/16 USD 18.76 3.4 4.6 12.6
Eq. Euroland A EU EQ LUX 12/16 EUR 11.10 2.5 3.6 10.2
Eq. Euroland MidCapA EU EQ LUX 04/30 EUR 14.61 1.4 -45.7 -33.8
Eq. Euroland Small Cap A EU EQ LUX 12/16 EUR 172.66 22.3 23.6 33.6
Eq. EurolandCyclclsA OT EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 19.83 11.4 13.2 21.4

Eq. EurolandFinancialA OT EQ LUX 12/16 EUR 9.73 -14.0 -13.9 6.3
Eq. Glbl Emg Cty A GL EQ LUX 12/16 USD 9.37 -3.2 -1.5 24.2
Eq. Global A GL EQ LUX 12/16 USD 30.53 9.6 10.3 21.5
Eq. Global Resources A GL EQ LUX 12/16 USD 128.37 17.6 17.2 35.6
Eq. Gold Mines A OT EQ LUX 12/16 USD 39.45 30.2 26.7 41.0
Eq. India A EA EQ LUX 12/16 USD 150.33 15.0 18.7 41.5
Eq. Japan CoreAlpha A JP EQ LUX 12/17 JPY 7617.09 5.0 5.3 17.5
Eq. Japan Sm Cap A JP EQ LUX 12/17 JPY 1078.68 0.9 1.7 9.3
Eq. Japan Target A JP EQ LUX 12/20 JPY 1651.12 1.4 2.2 4.3
Eq. Latin America A GL EQ LUX 12/16 USD 126.90 9.2 9.6 38.1
Eq. US ConcenCore A US EQ LUX 12/16 USD 25.71 13.8 16.3 25.6
Eq. US Focused A US EQ LUX 12/16 USD 17.66 11.3 12.1 16.5
Eq. US Lg Cap Gr A US EQ LUX 12/16 USD 17.20 12.7 14.0 25.3
Eq. US Mid Cap A US EQ LUX 12/16 USD 35.77 19.7 20.9 35.9
Eq. US Multi Strg A US EQ LUX 12/16 USD 24.30 14.2 15.3 23.1
Eq. US Rel Val A US EQ LUX 12/16 USD 23.07 12.0 12.8 21.7
Eq. US Sm Cap Val A US EQ LUX 12/16 USD 18.83 18.1 20.7 22.6
Money Market EURO A EU MM LUX 12/16 EUR 27.51 0.4 0.4 0.8
Money Market USD A US MM LUX 12/17 USD 15.88 0.3 0.3 0.5

n THE NATIONAL INVESTOR
PO Box 47435, Abu Dhabi, UAE Web:www.tni.ae
MENA Real Estate Fund OT EQ BMU 12/09 USD 840.07 -12.6 -13.5 -8.3
MENA Special Sits Fund OT OT BMU 11/30 USD 1119.32 3.7 4.6 7.4
MENA UCITS Fund OT OT IRL 12/09 USD 1076.66 NS NS NS
UAE Blue Chip Fund OT OT ARE 12/09 AED 5.20 -2.4 1.4 -0.2

n YUKI INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Tel +44-207-269-0203 www.yukifunds.com

n YMR-N Series
YMR-N Growth Fund JP EQ IRL 12/20 JPY 9394.00 -0.7 2.3 5.6
YMR-N Small Cap Fund JP EQ IRL 12/20 JPY 6802.00 -3.0 -1.4 5.2

n Yuki 77 Series
Yuki 77 General JP EQ IRL 12/20 JPY 5742.00 -6.6 -4.5 0.0

n Yuki Chugoku Series
Yuki Chugoku Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 12/20 JPY 6670.00 -2.3 0.4 4.7
Yuki Chugoku JpnLowP JP EQ IRL 12/20 JPY 7829.00 3.8 5.5 -1.1

n Yuki Hokuyo Japan Series
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 12/20 JPY 4292.00 -8.2 -5.8 -1.8
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 12/20 JPY 5016.00 -4.4 -3.1 -1.8
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Sm Cap JP EQ IRL 12/20 JPY 4933.00 -3.4 -1.7 4.5

n Yuki Mizuho Series
Yuki Mizuho Gen Jpn III JP EQ IRL 12/20 JPY 4040.00 -8.6 -6.0 -1.3
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Dyn Gro JP EQ IRL 12/20 JPY 4339.00 -7.0 -4.4 -0.8
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Exc 100 JP EQ IRL 12/20 JPY 6355.00 -8.8 -5.9 3.3
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 12/20 JPY 8516.00 -1.2 1.6 4.3
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gro JP EQ IRL 12/20 JPY 6248.00 -1.7 0.2 1.0
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 12/20 JPY 7468.00 -2.2 -0.7 -2.0
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Lg Cap JP EQ IRL 12/20 JPY 4938.00 -4.8 -2.1 0.5
Yuki Mizuho Jpn LowP JP EQ IRL 12/20 JPY 11388.00 -1.5 1.7 1.7
Yuki Mizuho Jpn PGth JP EQ IRL 12/20 JPY 7289.00 -8.4 -6.6 -1.4
Yuki Mizuho Jpn SmCp JP EQ IRL 12/20 JPY 6943.00 -2.7 -1.4 8.7
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Val Sel AS EQ IRL 12/20 JPY 5546.00 -1.8 0.9 4.2
Yuki Mizuho Jpn YoungCo AS EQ IRL 12/20 JPY 2511.00 -7.9 -6.3 2.8
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Witnesses help U.S. in insider case
A key cooperating witness work-

ing for the U.S. in a major insider-
trading investigation made more
than 60 calls with corporate man-
agers, seeking to gather evidence
for the government, a person famil-
iar with the probe says.

The activity by the witness—who
was identified by prosecutors in a
complaint unveiled Thursday only as
“CW-2”—suggests that the insider-
trading investigation could grow
significantly from the initial
charges.

A person familiar with the mat-
ter said that witness is Karl Motey,
a 46-year-old technology analyst
who has agreed to help the U.S. in
its insider-trading probe. The gov-
ernment said CW-2 pleaded guilty to
securities-fraud charges but doesn’t
say when the charges against him
were filed or what led to them.

Mr. Motey didn’t return several
calls for comment; in the past, he
has declined to comment on any
role in the probe. Spokesmen for the
Federal Bureau of Investigation and
the Manhattan U.S. attorney’s office
also declined to comment.

The criminal case, filed in a New
York federal court, highlights how
the government is using a network
of cooperators to record conversa-
tions with their contacts—with Mr.
Motey near the center of the action
in helping federal authorities de-
velop evidence to bring charges.

The U.S. alleged that four tech-
nology-industry managers traded

company secrets for cash, working
as consultants for Primary Global
Research LLC, a Mountain View, Ca-
lif., expert-network firm; prosecu-
tors also charged a Primary Global
sales employee with charges related
to insider trading. All were charged
with wire fraud and conspiracy to
commit securities fraud and wire
fraud.

Expert networks like Primary
Global connect hedge funds and
other traders seeking an investing
edge with current and former man-
agers, doctors and others from hun-
dreds of companies in the U.S.

The case marks the first major
shoe to drop in a three-year crimi-
nal investigation that is examining
the activities of analysts, hedge
funds, mutual funds, investment
bankers and others.

The government typically at-
tempts to nail down multiple
sources of evidence in its cases. To
make last week’s high-profile case,
the government relied heavily on
the help of five witnesses.

Mr. Motey runs Coda Group Inc.,
an independent research firm in Los
Altos, Calif., that provided detailed
reports about technology companies
to a handful of hedge funds and mu-
tual funds, people who know him
say. Analysts and investors who
know him describe him as soft-spo-
ken and serious.

Mr. Motey was a business con-
tact of a partner of a hedge-fund
manager who also is cooperating in
the government’s case, people famil-
iar with the matter say. In the com-

plaint, prosecutors have identified
the hedge-fund manager—Richard
Choo-Beng Lee, a 54-year-old Ma-
laysian known for his extensive net-
work of contacts in the technology
industry in Asia—as “CW-1” in the
case.

Mr. Lee last year pleaded guilty
to charges of conspiracy to commit
securities fraud and securities fraud
in connection with an insider-trad-
ing case involving hedge fund Gal-
leon Group, and agreed to help the
government in its investigation,
hoping for leniency when the case
against him is resolved, according to
court filings.

Mr. Lee’s lawyer, Richard Born-
stein, says his client has cooperated
with the government and will con-
tinue to do so.

In May 2009, the government
says “CW-2”—identified by the per-
son familiar with the matter as Mr.
Motey—“sought out…consulting ser-
vices” as a Primary Global client, ac-
cording to the complaint filed
Thursday.

The call from Mr. Motey was un-

usual among Primary Global clients,
a person close the situation says:
Most clients came to Primary Global
through referral.

According to the complaint,
CW-2 reached out to Primary Global
sales employee James Fleishman
and asked him to explain the com-
pany’s services. “The service we
provide is, you know, whatever
you’re looking for, whether it is
short-term or long-term, we’ll have
people,” Mr. Fleishman said on the
call, according to the complaint.

Mr. Fleishman was arrested
Thursday on charges of wire fraud
and conspiracy to provide nonpublic
information to Primary Global cli-
ents. He was released on bail after a
magistrate judge in San Jose, Calif.,
approved a $700,000 bond agree-
ment with prosecutors.

Mr. Motey made more than 60
calls with other Primary Global con-
sultants, a person close to the situa-
tion says.

On June 8, Mr. Motey, identified
by the person familiar with the mat-
ter as CW-2, spoke with Mr. Fleish-
man about Marvell Technology
Group Lt.d and said that Marvell
claimed to have “design wins” at
both Western Digital Corp. and
Seagate Technology, according to
Thursday’s complaint, but
Mr. Motey added that he “did not
know if this was true.”

A Marvell spokesman didn’t im-
mediately return calls for comment.
A Western Digital spokesman has
said the company is cooperating
with the government. A Seagate

spokesman has declined to com-
ment.

On June 11, Mr. Motey, identified
by the person as CW-2, made a call
arranged by Mr. Fleishman, with
Daniel DeVore, a global supply man-
ager at Dell Corp., according to the
complaint.

During the call, Mr. DeVore re-
vealed to CW-2 details about Dell’s
business, including sales forecasts
for Dell’s desktop business, market
share for its hard-drive suppliers
and shipment information for its
first quarter of 2009, the complaint
said.

After the call, CW-2 spoke to Mr.
Fleishman about the call with Mr.
DeVore. According to the complaint,
“He gave me some great informa-
tion on Dell,” CW-2 said.

Mr. Fleishman replied: “Oh, good.
Yeah he’s definitely one of our top
guys in terms of, your, know, every-
thing that we look for, like, you
know,” the government says.

On Dec. 8, 2010, Mr. DeVore, who
is referred to by prosecutors in
court filings as “CW-3,” pleaded
guilty to mail fraud and conspiracy
to commit securities fraud.

Mr. DeVore’s lawyer declined to
comment.

A Dell spokesman confirmed that
Mr. DeVore worked for the company
and said the company’s conduct
code prohibits employees from dis-
closing confidential information. He
said Dell is cooperating with investi-
gators.

—Michael Rothfeld
contributed to this article.

BY SUSAN PULLIAM

The U.S. government is using
a network of cooperators to
record conversations with
their contacts, helping
authorities develop evidence
to bring charges.
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India’s Singh set to face a grilling
NEW DELHI—Indian Prime Min-

ister Manmohan Singh offered to
appear before a parliamentary com-
mittee in the government’s latest
bid to contain the fallout of a tele-
com scandal that potentially cost
the government $40 billion in lost
revenue.

Mr. Singh and the ruling Con-
gress party have been under fire by
opposition politicians for what crit-
ics contend is a lax attitude toward
corruption in the government. The
criticism stems mainly from a public
audit in November that found that a
flawed process gave spectrum to
telecom companies in 2008 at
deeply discounted prices.

“I sincerely believe that, like
Caesar’s wife, the prime minister
should be above suspicion,” Mr.
Singh said in an address Monday to
a national meeting of the ruling
Congress party. “And it is for this
reason that I am prepared to appear
before the Public Accounts Commit-
tee,” a parliamentary body that
oversees public spending.

Mr. Singh hasn’t been accused
of wrongdoing, and questioning him
isn’t expected to yield dramatic new
revelations. But he has much at
stake as the scandal unfolds. Mr.
Singh is in danger of having his leg-
acy tarnished from that of an econo-
mist who oversaw India’s rapid eco-
nomic growth to one of a technocrat
who wasn’t aggressive in rooting
out corruption.

His appearance before the com-
mittee could potentially shine a
light on the types of calculations In-
dian leaders have to make to protect
their coalition’s ruling majority. The
former telecom minister under scru-
tiny from the probe, A. Raja, is a
member of a southern Indian party
that supports the Congress party in
the United Progressive Alliance. Op-
position lawmakers have said the
government had to give the party
the telecom portfolio as a reward
for its support.

In the 2008 allotment of second-
generation mobile telephone spec-
trum, the government used as a ref-
erence point a fee structure used in
a much earlier allotment, in 2001,
when India’s telecom revolution was
in its infancy.

By 2008, India had one of the
world’s largest, and fastest-growing,
mobile telephone markets. Still, a
government auditing agency found

in a review of the allotment that a
few companies had been favored
with spectrum at deep discounts de-
spite the changed industry land-
scape, depriving the government of
revenue and marking the auction as
one of the biggest financial scandals
the country has faced.

The government audit didn’t
suggest a reason why the telecom
firms received spectrum at dis-
counted prices.

The Central Bureau of Investiga-
tion, the country’s leading criminal
investigative agency, is probing
many aspects of the allotment in-
cluding possible corruption, tax eva-
sion and money laundering. Mr.
Raja, the telecom minister, resigned.
He has denied any wrongdoing.

The CBI said Monday it has sum-

moned Mr. Raja for questioning but
declined to provide further details.
Mr. Raja said Monday, when asked
about the summons, that he was co-
operating with the CBI.

The opposition, led by the
Bharatiya Janata Party, has de-
manded a joint parliamentary probe
into the allotment, which the gov-
ernment has resisted, saying there
already are several investigations
under way.

Mr. Singh’s government has in-
creasingly been seen as ineffectual
in dealing with allegations of cor-
ruption within its ranks in recent
months. Almost no legislative busi-
ness was conducted in the session
of Parliament that concluded last
week amid arguments over how cor-
ruption should be investigated that
forced the legislative body to ad-
journ daily.

In addition to the telecom scan-
dal, the Congress-led government
has faced criticism this year for al-
leged financial mismanagement of
the organization of the Common-
wealth Games, held in New Delhi in
October.

Separately, a state chief minister
from the party was embroiled in
controversy last month after news
reports that he allowed apartments

in a Mumbai housing project in-
tended for war heroes and widows
to go to politicians, bureaucrats and
their relatives, including some of his
own kin.

Last month, the party took some
steps to clean house. Mr. Raja
stepped down on Nov. 14, and the
state minister battered by the hous-
ing scandal resigned. A Congress
politician involved in Games organi-
zation stepped down from an inter-
nal party post. All three maintain
they are innocent and say they ex-
pect to be cleared by inquiries.

Nevertheless, the scandals have
left the government paralyzed just a
year after it won a second term in
national elections, a victory de-
scribed in the local press as a “land-
slide” that would pave the way for a
smoother second term. The first
term was plagued by squabbles with
its left coalition allies over a nu-
clear-cooperation deal with the U.S.

This week, the Bharatiya Janata
Party is expected to hold a nation-
wide demonstration against the gov-
ernment over corruption.

Ahead of that, the Congress
party has been more explicit on its
plans to combat graft. Last week,
Mr. Singh called on corporations
and on India as a whole to behave

more ethically. On Sunday, Congress
party leader Sonia Gandhi laid out
five ways the party could reduce
corruption and public discontent.

“There is merit in instituting a
new system of fast-tracking all cases
that concern corruption by public
servants, including politicians,” said
Mrs. Gandhi, according to a tran-
script of her remarks. “Such cases
drag on interminably and under-
mine public confidence and trust.”

But a political analyst said that
he believed the opposition would
manage to successfully sustain pub-
lic outrage over corruption with its
protests until those perceived to be
corrupt faced trials or convictions.

“Corruption is now a highly pub-
licized issue in the country,” said
Chintamani Mahapatra, a politics
professor at Jawaharlal Nehru Uni-
versity in New Delhi. “Unless the
culprits are punished, these protests
will not stop.”

One of the opposition party’s
main demands is a parliamentary
inquiry by a committee made up of
members of different parties, known
as a joint parliamentary committee.
The committee would have powers
to, among other things, call govern-
ment officials, including the prime
minister, for questioning.

BY TRIPTI LAHIRI

Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh said he had nothing to hide as he offered to be quizzed by a parliamentary panel over a telecom scandal.
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Japan lawmaker again rejects ethics-panel hearing
TOKYO—Strife within Japan’s

ruling party escalated Monday after
a party heavyweight rejected a re-
quest from Prime Minister Naoto
Kan to appear before a parliamen-
tary ethics panel, fanning worries
about political stalemate.

Ichiro Ozawa, a former president
of the ruling Democratic Party of
Japan who has been mired in allega-
tions of misuse of campaign funds,
spurned a call from Mr. Kan to at-
tend a hearing of the lower house of
parliament’s ethics council.

“I asked him to participate in a
meeting of the ethics council, but
Mr. Ozawa…said there was no need
to attend,” and that he wouldn’t at-
tend, Mr. Kan said after a meeting
with Mr. Ozawa that lasted an hour
and a half.

It was Mr. Ozawa’s second such
refusal since Friday, when he re-
jected a similar request from Secre-
tary-General Katsuya Okada, the
DPJ’s No. 2 leader. Mr. Ozawa told
Mr. Kan that even if the DPJ leader-
ship votes at the ethics panel to
summon him, he won’t appear, Mr.
Okada said at a news conference.
The council—where the DPJ holds a
majority—has no power to enforce
its decisions.

The rift between Mr. Ozawa and
the other party leaders is expected
to widen, adding to speculation that
Mr. Ozawa may leave the party, pos-
sibly taking dozens of loyalists with
him. There also is speculation that if
Mr. Ozawa continues to refuse to
appear before the council, Mr. Kan
and other party leaders might move
first and order him to leave the DPJ.

Either way, the resulting loss of

parliamentary seats could under-
mine the ability of the DPJ and its
coalition partners to govern. This
would be troubling for a country
that needs strong leadership to sus-
tain economic recovery and eventu-
ally pull itself out of two decades of
stagnation.

A succession of woes, such as
slowing exports and a persistently
strong yen, are expected to cause
the economy to contract in the three
months ending in December, decel-
erating sharply after strong 4.5%
annualized growth in the third quar-
ter.

Mr. Okada said the DPJ execu-
tives concluded Monday that they
needed to discuss the Ozawa issue
further among themselves, and
didn’t take up the debate on
whether Mr. Ozawa should be
pushed out of the party.

BY TAKASHI NAKAMICHI

Japanese Prime Minister Naoto Kan, center, speaks to media with Democratic
Party Secretary-General Katsuya Okada, right, after meeting with Ichiro Ozawa.
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The prime minister is in
danger of having his legacy
tarnished in the wake of a
telecom scandal that
potentially cost the
government $40 billion.
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n ALLIANCE BERNSTEIN
www.alliancebernstein.com/investments Tel. +800 2263 8637
Am Blend Portfolio A US EQ LUX 12/17 USD 11.20 8.0 10.5 16.7
Am Blend Portfolio I US EQ LUX 12/17 USD 13.27 8.6 11.1 17.5
Am Growth A US EQ LUX 12/17 USD 33.25 6.4 11.3 25.6
Am Growth B US EQ LUX 12/17 USD 27.69 5.4 10.2 24.4
Am Growth I US EQ LUX 12/17 USD 37.14 7.3 12.2 26.6
Am Income A OT OT LUX 12/17 USD 8.78 9.7 9.8 18.7
Am Income A2 OT OT LUX 12/17 USD 20.93 9.9 9.8 18.6
Am Income B OT OT LUX 12/17 USD 8.78 9.0 9.0 17.8
Am Income B2 OT OT LUX 12/17 USD 17.92 9.2 9.1 17.8
Am Income I OT OT LUX 12/17 USD 8.78 10.2 10.4 19.4
Emg Mkts Debt A GL BD LUX 12/17 USD 16.28 10.7 11.3 27.7

Emg Mkts Debt A2 GL BD LUX 12/17 USD 22.33 11.0 11.4 27.8
Emg Mkts Debt B GL BD LUX 12/17 USD 16.28 9.7 10.3 26.5
Emg Mkts Debt B2 GL BD LUX 12/17 USD 21.30 10.0 10.2 26.5
Emg Mkts Debt I GL BD LUX 12/17 USD 16.28 11.2 11.8 28.3
Emg Mkts Growth A GL EQ LUX 12/17 USD 38.49 11.1 15.5 36.6
Emg Mkts Growth B GL EQ LUX 12/17 USD 32.31 10.0 14.3 35.3
Emg Mkts Growth I GL EQ LUX 12/17 USD 43.00 12.0 16.4 37.7
Eur Income A OT OT LUX 12/17 EUR 6.80 8.5 8.5 23.0
Eur Income A2 OT OT LUX 12/17 EUR 14.01 8.9 8.5 23.0
Eur Income B OT OT LUX 12/17 EUR 6.80 7.9 7.7 22.2
Eur Income B2 OT OT LUX 12/17 EUR 12.94 8.1 7.7 22.1
Eur Income I OT OT LUX 12/17 EUR 6.80 9.0 9.0 23.6
Eur Strat Value A EU EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 9.00 5.5 7.9 14.6
Eur Strat Value I EU EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 9.28 6.2 8.7 15.6
Eur Value A EU EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 9.77 6.2 8.7 16.9
Eur Value B EU EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 8.90 5.2 7.6 15.7
Eur Value I EU EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 11.37 7.1 9.5 17.8
EuroZone Strat Val AX EU EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 7.88 12.1 15.5 20.2
EuroZone Strat Val BX EU EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 7.02 11.1 14.3 19.1
EuroZone Strat Val IX EU EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 8.66 12.9 16.4 21.3
Gl Balanced (Euro) A EU BA LUX 12/17 USD 16.16 NS NS NS
Gl Balanced (Euro) B EU BA LUX 12/17 USD 15.59 NS NS NS
Gl Balanced (Euro) C EU BA LUX 12/17 USD 15.99 NS NS NS
Gl Balanced (Euro) I EU BA LUX 12/17 USD 16.55 NS NS NS
Gl Balanced A US BA LUX 12/17 USD 17.30 5.0 6.0 13.9
Gl Balanced B US BA LUX 12/17 USD 16.29 4.0 5.0 12.8
Gl Balanced I US BA LUX 12/17 USD 18.07 5.7 6.8 14.7
Gl Bond A OT OT LUX 12/17 USD 9.47 6.3 5.6 10.0
Gl Bond A2 OT OT LUX 12/17 USD 17.05 6.5 5.6 10.0
Gl Bond B OT OT LUX 12/17 USD 9.47 5.3 4.6 8.9
Gl Bond B2 OT OT LUX 12/17 USD 14.79 5.5 4.5 8.9
Gl Bond I OT OT LUX 12/17 USD 9.47 6.8 6.1 10.6

Gl Conservative A US BA LUX 12/17 USD 15.27 4.7 5.0 10.4
Gl Conservative A2 US BA LUX 12/17 USD 17.72 4.7 4.9 10.4
Gl Conservative B US BA LUX 12/17 USD 15.26 3.7 3.9 9.3
Gl Conservative B2 US BA LUX 12/17 USD 16.68 3.7 3.9 9.3
Gl Conservative I US BA LUX 12/17 USD 15.35 5.4 5.7 11.2
Gl Eq Blend A GL EQ LUX 12/17 USD 12.06 3.4 5.7 15.6
Gl Eq Blend B GL EQ LUX 12/17 USD 11.21 2.4 4.7 14.4
Gl Eq Blend I GL EQ LUX 12/17 USD 12.82 4.2 6.6 16.5
Gl Growth A GL EQ LUX 12/17 USD 44.17 5.4 8.3 16.5
Gl Growth B GL EQ LUX 12/17 USD 36.52 4.4 7.2 15.3
Gl Growth I GL EQ LUX 12/17 USD 49.43 6.2 9.1 17.4
Gl High Yield A OT OT LUX 12/17 USD 4.61 14.2 16.0 38.2
Gl High Yield A2 OT OT LUX 12/17 USD 10.62 14.7 15.9 38.2
Gl High Yield B OT OT LUX 12/17 USD 4.61 13.1 14.9 36.6
Gl High Yield B2 OT OT LUX 12/17 USD 16.91 13.6 14.9 36.8
Gl High Yield I OT OT LUX 12/17 USD 4.61 14.8 16.7 39.1
Gl Thematic Res A GL EQ LUX 12/17 USD 17.10 16.1 19.2 39.1
Gl Thematic Res B GL EQ LUX 12/17 USD 14.82 15.0 18.0 37.7
Gl Thematic Res I GL EQ LUX 12/17 USD 19.22 17.0 20.2 40.2
Gl Value A GL EQ LUX 12/17 USD 11.35 1.9 3.7 14.9
Gl Value B GL EQ LUX 12/17 USD 10.32 0.8 2.6 13.8
Gl Value I GL EQ LUX 12/17 USD 12.16 2.6 4.6 15.9
India Growth A EA EQ LUX 12/16 USD 147.71 16.4 19.8 NS
India Growth AX EA EQ LUX 12/16 USD 129.48 16.7 20.1 49.9
India Growth B EA EQ LUX 12/16 USD 153.24 15.3 18.6 NS
India Growth BX EA EQ LUX 12/16 USD 109.61 15.6 18.9 48.4
India Growth I EA EQ LUX 12/16 USD 134.83 17.3 20.7 50.6
Int'l Health Care A OT EQ LUX 12/17 USD 137.69 0.2 2.4 9.6
Int'l Health Care B OT EQ LUX 12/17 USD 115.02 -0.8 1.4 8.5
Int'l Health Care I OT EQ LUX 12/17 USD 151.61 0.9 3.3 10.5
Int'l Technology A OT EQ LUX 12/17 USD 129.78 17.6 22.9 32.2
Int'l Technology B OT EQ LUX 12/17 USD 111.37 16.5 21.7 30.8

Int'l Technology I OT EQ LUX 12/17 USD 146.65 18.5 23.9 33.2
Japan Blend A JP EQ LUX 12/17 JPY 5978.00 -0.8 1.6 8.5
Japan Growth A JP EQ LUX 12/17 JPY 5628.00 -4.2 -2.0 3.0
Japan Growth I JP EQ LUX 12/17 JPY 5837.00 -3.4 -1.2 3.8
Japan Strat Value A JP EQ LUX 12/17 JPY 6328.00 3.4 5.8 14.3
Japan Strat Value I JP EQ LUX 12/17 JPY 6547.00 4.2 6.7 15.3
Real Estate Sec. A OT EQ LUX 12/17 USD 16.09 12.1 14.9 22.6
Real Estate Sec. B OT EQ LUX 12/17 USD 14.56 11.0 13.8 21.4
Real Estate Sec. I OT EQ LUX 12/17 USD 17.42 13.0 15.8 23.6
Short Mat Dollar A US BD LUX 12/17 USD 7.42 4.6 5.3 8.7
Short Mat Dollar A2 US BD LUX 12/17 USD 10.26 4.8 5.4 8.7
Short Mat Dollar B US BD LUX 12/17 USD 7.42 4.2 4.9 8.2
Short Mat Dollar B2 US BD LUX 12/17 USD 10.16 4.3 4.9 8.2
Short Mat Dollar I US BD LUX 12/17 USD 7.42 5.1 5.9 9.3
US Thematic Portfolio A EUR H US EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 18.59 NS NS NS
US Thematic Portfolio B EUR H US EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 18.51 NS NS NS
US Thematic Portfolio C EUR H US EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 18.56 NS NS NS
US Thematic Portfolio I EUR H US EQ LUX 12/17 EUR 18.65 NS NS NS
US Thematic Research A US EQ LUX 12/17 USD 10.35 21.3 22.8 20.7
US Thematic Research B US EQ LUX 12/17 USD 9.44 20.3 21.6 19.5
US Thematic Research I US EQ LUX 12/17 USD 11.23 22.3 24.0 21.6

n BANC INTERNACIONAL D'ANDORRA. BANCA MORA.
Avgd. Meritxell 96, Andorra la Vella. Andorra. Ph. +376.884884 www.bibm.ad
Andfs. Anglaterra UK EQ AND 11/16 GBP 8.47 2.8 3.6 14.9

FUND SCORECARD
Global Small/Mid-Cap Equity
Funds that invest in the equities of small- /mid-cap companies across the globe. At least 75% of total
assets are invested in equities. Ranked on % total return (dividends reinvested) in U.S. dollars for one year
ending December 20, 2010

Leading 10 Performers
FUND FUND LEGAL % Return in $US **
RATING * NAME FUND MGM'T CO. CURR. BASE YTD 1-YR 2-YR 5-YR

NS SUNARES HSBC Trinkaus EURLUX 57.62 65.06 76.42 NS
Investment Managers S.A.

5 Globo I T Schoellerbank EURAUT 52.58 55.68 69.21 12.00
Invest AG

3 F&C Global F&C Fund GBPGBR 38.91 50.15 48.75 4.11
Smaller Companies Management Ltd

5 Global Crystal Fund CHFLIE 44.04 47.73 38.86 NS
Opportunities Management AG

NS Robeco Robeco Asset EURNLD 46.14 47.30 36.24 -7.15
Private Equity Management

5 StarCap StarCapital S.A. EURLUX 42.63 45.06 38.92 9.91
PERGAMON Fonds A

5 Pictet-Security-I Pictet Funds USDLUX 39.38 44.20 38.77 NS
USD (Europe) S.A.

5 McInroy </td> McInroy Wood GBPGBR 36.02 43.75 42.83 8.11

Wood Smaller Companies Portfolios Limited
3 WM AKTIEN Universal-Investment USDDEU 39.76 43.21 23.86 0.54

GLOBAL US$ UI-FONDS B GmbH
NS World Trust Lazard Fríres USDLUX 42.20 41.97 9.66 -13.62

Fund ORD Asset Management
NOTE: Changes in currency rates will affect performance and rankings. Source: Morningstar, Ltd
KEY: ** 2YR and 5YR performance is annualized 1 Oliver’s Yard, 55-71 City Road
NA-not available due to incomplete data; London EC1Y 1HQ United Kingdom
NS-fund not in existence for entire period www.morningstar.co.uk; Email: mediaservice@morningstar.com

Phone: +44 (0)203 107 0038; Fax: +44 (0)203 107 0001

Advertisement [ INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT FUNDS www.wsj.com/funddata ] Advertisement

MARKETS

Advertisement [ ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT FUNDS www.wsj.com/funddata ] Advertisement

12-month and 2-year returns may be calculated over 11- and 23-month periods
pending receipt and publication of the last month end price.
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n ALEXANDRA INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
Alexandra Convertible Bond Fund I, Ltd. (Class A) OT OT VGB 08/31 USD 2174.86 28.6 51.1 47.6

n D'AURIOL FUNDS WWW.DAURIOL.BIZ
2 FUNDS OF FUNDS OF HEDGE FUNDS
D'Auriol Alt Non-Lev A OT OT CYM 10/29 EUR 101.65 0.6 0.7 0.1
D'Auriol Opp F3 EUR OT OT CYM 10/29 EUR 966.94 -2.2 -2.7 -3.3

n HERMITAGE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
Tel: +7501 258 3160 www.hermitagefund.com
The Hermitage Fund GL EQ JEY 03/12 USD 963.12 4.5 105.6 -23.2

n HORSEMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
T: +44(0)20 7838 7580, F: +44(0) 20 7838 7590, www.horsemancapital.com
Horseman EmMkt Opp EUR GL EQ USA 01/31 EUR 187.60 -23.2 -21.7 -7.7
Horseman EmMkt Opp USD GL EQ USA 01/31 USD 194.78 -24.5 -22.7 -9.1
Horseman EurSelLtd EUR EU EQ GBR 11/30 EUR 215.49 10.4 13.3 1.0
Horseman EurSelLtd USD EU EQ GBR 11/30 USD 228.81 13.4 16.3 2.2
Horseman Glbl Ltd EUR GL EQ CYM 11/30 USD 400.47 8.0 6.5 -8.3
Horseman Glbl Ltd USD GL EQ CYM 11/30 USD 400.47 8.0 6.5 -8.3

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com
HSBC Absolute Companies
Global Absolute OT OT GGY 03/31 GBP 1.11 2.9 16.5 0.6
Global Absolute EUR OT OT GGY 05/13 EUR 1.56 2.8 14.2 NS

Global Absolute USD OT OT GGY 03/31 USD 2.05 2.8 15.2 0.3

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY FUND
Special Opp EUR OT OT CYM 11/30 EUR 91.75 0.0 1.1 8.4
Special Opp Inst EUR OT OT CYM 11/30 EUR 87.21 0.5 1.7 9.0
Special Opp Inst USD OT OT CYM 11/30 USD 99.25 0.7 1.8 9.4
Special Opp USD OT OT CYM 11/30 USD 96.57 0.1 1.0 8.6

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
GH Fund AP OT OT GGY 04/30 EUR 120.82 3.5 -13.4 -3.8
GH Fund CHF Hdg OT OT GGY 11/30 CHF 113.60 2.6 3.0 5.9
GH Fund EUR Hdg (Non-V) OT OT GGY 04/30 EUR 109.43 2.9 -15.9 -5.9
GH Fund GBP Hdg OT OT GGY 11/30 GBP 136.36 3.2 3.8 6.8
GH Fund Inst USD OT OT GGY 11/30 USD 115.87 3.7 4.2 7.7
GH FUND S EUR OT OT CYM 11/30 EUR 133.55 4.3 5.0 8.0
GH FUND S GBP OT OT GGY 11/30 GBP 138.87 4.6 5.3 7.9
GH Fund S USD OT OT CYM 11/30 USD 156.57 4.2 4.8 8.3
GH Fund USD OT OT GGY 11/30 USD 281.79 2.9 3.4 6.9
Hedge Investments OT OT JEY 08/31 USD 139.81 NS 4.9 NS
Leverage GH USD OT OT GGY 11/30 USD 125.01 3.8 4.6 11.3
MultiAdv Arb CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 11/30 CHF 96.14 1.7 2.8 6.2
MultiAdv Arb EUR Hdg OT OT JEY 11/30 EUR 105.19 2.2 3.4 7.3
MultiAdv Arb GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 11/30 GBP 113.50 2.2 3.4 7.1
MultiAdv Arb S EUR OT OT CYM 11/30 EUR 113.86 3.4 4.7 8.5
MultiAdv Arb S GBP OT OT CYM 11/30 GBP 119.37 3.5 4.9 8.4
MultiAdv Arb S USD OT OT CYM 11/30 USD 129.98 3.2 4.5 8.7
MultiAdv Arb USD OT OT JEY 11/30 USD 198.02 2.0 3.1 7.4

n HSBC Uni-folio
Asian AdbantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 11/30 EUR 100.74 1.5 2.2 6.9
Asian AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 11/30 USD 185.29 1.4 2.2 7.3
Emerg AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 11/30 USD 168.55 0.7 1.7 9.8
Emerg AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 11/30 EUR 93.36 0.2 1.3 9.2
Europ AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 11/30 EUR 130.93 -1.3 -2.5 6.0
Europ AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 11/30 USD 138.75 -1.6 -2.8 6.1
Real AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 11/30 EUR 109.52 1.2 0.2 5.1
Real AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 11/30 USD 110.14 1.7 0.6 5.5
Trading Adv JPY OT OT GGY 07/30 JPY 9414.60 2.1 -1.0 NS
Trading AdvantEdge OT OT GGY 11/30 USD 147.50 5.1 0.1 -0.9
Trading AdvantEdge EUR OT OT GGY 11/30 EUR 132.90 4.3 -0.7 -1.5
Trading AdvantEdge GBP OT OT GGY 11/30 GBP 141.81 5.3 0.3 -0.8

n MERIDEN GROUP
Tel: + 376 741 175 Fax: + 376 741 183 Email: meriden@meriden-ipm.com
Antanta Combined Fund EE EQ AND 12/10 USD 423.20 14.8 21.8 48.2
Antanta MidCap Fund EE EQ AND 12/10 USD 856.57 20.7 31.3 69.4
Meriden Opps Fund GL OT AND 12/15 EUR 44.24 -26.3 -28.0 -29.3
Meriden Protective Div GL EQ AND 09/01 EUR 79.14 NS NS NS

n OTHER FUNDS
For information about these funds, please contact us on Tel: +44 (0) 207 842 9694/9633
Medinvest Plc Dublin OT OT IRL 06/30 USD 1481.20 NS 1.3 -4.4

n WINTON CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD
Tel: +44 (0)20 7610 5350 Fax: +44 (0)20 7610 5301
Winton Evolution EUR Cls H GL OT CYM 09/30 EUR 1049.82 11.2 8.1 NS
Winton Evolution GBP Cls G GL OT CYM 09/30 GBP 1056.92 11.4 8.3 NS
Winton Evolution USD Cls F GL OT CYM 09/30 USD 1332.74 11.3 8.3 3.5
Winton Futures EUR Cls C GL OT VGB 09/30 EUR 216.04 10.1 7.2 3.5
Winton Futures GBP Cls D GL OT VGB 09/30 GBP 223.85 10.3 7.5 3.9
Winton Futures JPY Cls E GL OT VGB 09/30 JPY 15277.71 11.4 8.6 3.4
Winton Futures USD Cls B GL OT VGB 09/30 USD 768.05 10.3 7.6 3.6

INDICES
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FUND NAME GF DATE CR NAV 1-WK 1-MO 1-Q 1-YR 2-YR

n ARIX ABSOLUTE RETURN INVESTABLE INDEX
Feri Institutional Advisors, www.feri.de

ARIX Composite Gross USD OT OT GBR 11/30.00 USD1445.60 7.4 -12.7 -6.5

U.K. manager
Gartmore falls
after approach
by Henderson

Shares in Gartmore Group Ltd.
fell sharply on news that the U.K.
fund manager is considering a take-
over proposal from local rival Hend-
erson Group PLC at a discount to
its recent share price.

Gartmore, which is struggling to
recover from the loss of key fund
managers in recent months, late Fri-
day said Henderson had made a pro-
posal at a slight discount to its Dec.
16 closing share price of 99 pence.
Press reports have suggested the of-
fer could be around 95 pence. A
Gartmore spokeswoman declined to
comment beyond Friday’s state-
ment.

Gartmore’s shares slumped 8.6%,
to 95.75 pence in London Monday.
Henderson shares edged up 0.1% to
130.60 pence.

Henderson confirmed Monday
that it is negotiating a possible
takeover of Gartmore but said it
wasn’t certain an agreement would
be reached.

Analysts see few benefits in a
Gartmore deal for Henderson.

“This deal is contradictory to
Henderson’s previous intentions of
expanding in the U.S. and Asia and
now may limit expansion plans
there,” analysts at Numis Securities
said.

BY MARIETTA CAUCHI
AND DIGBY LARNER

European markets
gain; Italy shines

LONDON—European stocks rose
on Monday, with Italy posting par-
ticularly strong gains, while airlines
and retailers fell on fears of lost
business caused by severe weather.

The euro fell broadly as the euro-
zone sovereign debt crisis continued
to weigh, pushing the currency be-
low $1.31.

Investors fled to currencies con-
sidered havens in troubled times.
The common currency dropped to a
series of all-time lows against the
Swiss franc, touching 1.2636 francs
before recovering a bit.

The fall was triggered by a
Moody’s Investors Service down-
grade of large Irish banks, and its
warning that Spanish banks also
could face downgrades.

The Stoxx Europe 600 index ad-
vanced 0.7% to 278.38.

Philippe Gijsels, head of research
at BNP Paribas Fortis Global Mar-
kets, said many fund managers had
too much exposure to bonds and not
enough to equities. As a result,
“buying equities is going to continue
to support markets going into the
year end,” he said.

In Italy, the FTSE MIB index rose
1.5%, led by a 5.6% rally for shares of
Banco Popolare. An Italian newspa-
per said the Cariverona Foundation
may acquire a 5% stake in the bank,
the Financial Times reported.

On the downside, Greece’s ASE

Composite index fell 3.2%. National
Bank of Greece tumbled nearly 5%.

The weather was responsible for
some losses. Deutsche Lufthansa
fell 0.8% after flights were dis-
rupted across Europe. British Air-
ways dropped 1.9%.

In London, retailers also posted
losses in the biggest shopping week
of the year for the sector. Next
slipped 0.9% and Marks & Spencer
Group was off 0.8%.

Still, the FTSE 100 index ended
up 0.3% at 5891.61. Oil-and-gas facil-
ities provider Petrofac gained 2.5%
after it released a bullish trading
statement on Friday.

In the U.S., stocks wavered as in-
vestors weighed positive economic
signals against worries about debt
problems in the U.S. and abroad.
Late afternoon, the Dow Jones In-
dustrial Average was 1.36 points
higher at 11493.27. The Nasdaq Com-
posite added 0.4% to 2653.65 and
the Standard & Poor’s 500-stock in-
dex rose 0.4% to 1248.26.

Treasurys wilted late in the day
after the Federal Reserve bought
notes twice in thin, year-end trading
conditions. The yield on the 10-year
note rose to 3.344%.

Autos were a key driver across
Europe after upbeat comments from
chief executives. In Frankfurt, Volks-
wagen rallied 3.7% after its execu-
tive president for China told
Bloomberg News that the market for
2011 looks “pretty healthy.” BMW

gained 1.9%.
The German DAX 30 index rose

0.5% to 7018.60.
In Paris, the French CAC 40 index

rose 0.5% to 3885.08. Peugeot
gained 0.8% and Michelin rose 1.6%.

Among banks, Crédit Agricole
fell 2.1%. Late Friday, the bank said
it will take a €1.25 billion ($1.65 bil-
lion) write-down in the fourth quar-

ter on its 4.79% stake in Italian bank
Intesa Sanpaolo, which rose 2.4%.

In currency trading, the euro was
at $1.3122 late afternoon in New
York, after dropping as low as
$1.3094. It was selling for 1.2672
Swiss francs.

Crude oil gained 52 cents to
$87.50 and gold futures were up $1
at $1,379.60.

BY BARBARA KOLLMEYER




